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ABSTRACT

The intent of this study was to explore the

sculptural qualities of snow and snowdrifts in
order to illustrate the design opportunify they

present to landscape ardritects.

The report is divided into two parts.

The first part is a compilation of what is
known about snow and snowdrifting: the char-

acteristics of snow; the factors governing snow-
drift formation; the snowdrift patterns that are

created by specific obstades. The information in
this section is both of a general nature as well as

specific to certain situations. It is presented in a
format which can easilybe utilized by landscape

architects.

The second part of this report is an explo-
ration of the sculptural qualities of snow and

snowdrifting: the interaction of light, shadow,

texture, and form. It proposes that these quali-
ties give life, magrc rhythm, and humor to the

snow-clad winter environment, and that these

qualities can and should be incorporated into
landscape design.

Both sections include suggestions for ex-

ploring and playing with the characteristics and

qualities of snow and snowdrifts in order to
create effects which could contribute to land-
scape design in a winter environment.

PßEe t
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SNOWDRIFTS HAPPEN

Snowdrifts happen. Every winter in
Manitoba, and everywhere north of 45, snow-

drifts happen.'

They grow in fields, across tavines,
through shelterbeltt up the sides of garages.

They transform ihe I andscape. They sculpt it and

resculpt it. They flow, dip, and swirl across it.

They are fluid and ever moving. Th"y dance.

They rest. They laugh. And then ihey're gone.

See figures l,-6.

Snowdrifts are elusive. They arrive one

day uncalled f or. They stay ye t continually change

on a whim of light, or shadow, or wind or sun.

See figures 7-8. They are elusive. Yet they are, to
an extent predictable.

When wind, snow and obstacles meet,

drifts happen.

This then gives designers a choice. We can

planfor a drift to happen; allowing it the space it
re quires, while taking advant a ge of special vie w-

ing angles and play opportunities. Or we can

ignore it, and let the client wage a long costly, yet
futile attempt to remove it from the road, the

parking lot, the doorway...

. Because planned for or not, snowdrifts
happen.

Figure 1
Sunset (5:00 - 6:00 p.m.)
Starbuck, Manitoba
February 11/92
-23.4" C. Wind S at 11 km. /hr.
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Figure 2
Snow Whitecap
Delta, Manitoba
February 23l91
-17.2'C. Wind N at 7 km./hr.

Figure 3
Playing by the Barn
Starbuck, Manitoba
February 77192, Post sunrise (9:00 - 9:30 am)
-29'C. Wind W at 4 km. /hr.
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Figure 4
Wave Winter
Ile-des-Chenes, Manitoba

January 19192, 2:00 P.m.
-17.T C. Wind N at 13 km./hr.

Figure 5

Winter Beachnik
Delta, Manitoba
February 73 I 91, 2:00 p.m.

-17'C. Wind N at 6 km' /hr.

page 4
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Figure 6

Undulating Edge

Delta, Manitoba
March 27192,3:00 p.m.
-17'C. Wind N at 7 km. /hr.

Figure 7
Playing with Perception: Under Clouds
Ile-des-Chenes, Mani toba

January 79 I 92, 11:00 a.m'

-17'C. Wind N at 15 km./hr.
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What I am suggesting thery is for design-

ers to account and plan for snowdrifts during the

initial stages of design. I am further suggesting
that snowdrifts be used as a design element.
Th.y add texture, form, color ligh¡ shadow,
rhythm, even humor to the landscape.

While denial of winter is part of the reason

why snowdrifts are not currently considered a

design element,lack of accessible information is
also responsible.

Snowdrifting is a complex and not well
understood process. Drifting information tends
to be geared for moisture retention in agricul-
tural practices and for alievating "problematic
snowdrifting".t Occasionally, the sculptural ef-

fects of snowdrifts is mentioned, but only in
passing - a suggestion of a possibility.

This report is an exploration of that possi-
bility. It is an illustration of some of the qualities
of snow which offer potential for landscape de-

sign. It is also a summary of the known "facts"
about snow and snowdrifting.

I have tried to present the information in
a way whic-h is useful for landscape architects.

As well, I have included several suggestions for
expanding, exploring, and playing with what is
known about snowdrifting. Hopefully this re-

port will inspire northern designers to begin to
incorporate and to celebrate snow and winter in
their work.

Figure I
Playing with Perception: In the Sun

Ile-des-Chenes, Manitoba

January 19192,2:00 - 2:30 pm
-77" C. Wind N at 13 km./hr.

pøge 6
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WHAT IS SNOW?

"WhenMan was still very Young

he had already become aware that certain

elemental forces dominated the world

womb. Embedded on the shores of their

wann sea, the Greeks defined these as Fire

and Earth and Air and Water' But at first

the Greeks sphere was small and circum-

scribed and the Greeks did not recognize

the fifth elemental.

Abou t 330 8.C., a PeriPateticGreek

mathematician named Pytheas made a fan-

tasticvoyage northward tolceland and on

into the Greenland Sea. Here he encoun-

tered the fifth elemental in all of its white

and frigid majesty, and when he returned

to the warïn blue Mediterranean, he de-

scribed what he had seen as best he could.

His fellow countrymen concluded he must

be a liar since even their vivid imagina-

tions could not conceive of the splendor

and power inherent in the white substance

that sometimes lightly cloaked the moun-

tain homes of their high-dwelling Gods.

Their failure to recognize the im-

mense Power of snow was not entirely

their fault. We who are the Greeks' inheri-

tors have much the same trouble comPre-

hending its essential magnitude."3

Whathave we learned about snow in 3000

years ?

Farmers know that it helps replenish the

water table, and that it can reduce soil erosion.l

Zoologists know that it is the difference between

life and death for many animals. It shelters and

insulates animals such as the shrew, vole, lem-

mings and Ptarmigan.6 It leads others, such as the

human hunter to food.' Botanists know that

snowdrifts can extend the life of some kinds of

trees and shrubs by several years.s Ecologists

recognize its role in creating oPenings in spruce

forests, thus allowing willow and alders to grow
- moose habitat.' Anthropologists know that

indigenous peoples of the north used it to con-

struct dwellings.ro Architects know that it can

collapse the roof of a building," that it blocks

entrances and air vents,12 and that it will even

bury an entire settlement.l3 Engineers know that

a properly located snow fence can Prevent snow-

drifts from obstructing highways and railroads.l4

Landscape architects know that shelterbelts do

the same thing.ls Theyalso know that snow melt-

pnge 7
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ing around subtle undulating contours creates

rþthmic abstract landscape patterns and com-

positions.'6 See figure 9.

Figure 9

Abstract Pattems and Compositions
A.E,Bye. Art into Landscape, Landscape

into Art. Arizona: PDA Publishers

Corporatiory 1983, Figures 1.10-1.11.

Farley Mowat knows that:
"It is the fragility of Christmas

dreams sintering through azure darkness

to the accompaniment of the sound of

sleigh bells.

It is the bleak reality of a stalled

car and spinning wheels impinging on the

neat time schedule of our self-importance.

It is the invitation that glows

po6e I
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ephemeral on a woman's lashes on a win-
ter night.

It is the resignation of suburban

housewives as they skin wet snowsuits

from rurmy-nosed progeny.

It is the sweet gloss memory in the

failing eyes of the old as they recall the

white days of childhood.

It is the banality of a TV advertise-

ment pimping CocaCola on a snowbank at

Sun Valley.

It is the gentility of utter silence in

the muffled heart of a snow-clad forest.

It is the brittle wind-rush of skis;

and the bellicose chatter of snowmobiles...

Snow, which on our planet is a

phoenix continually born again from its
own dissolution, is also a galactic and im-

mortal presence...

When the first star voyager arcs

into deep space...(s)now will be the last of
the elementals in his distant eye. Snow

may provide the first shining glimpse of
our world to inbound aliens..."l7

It is that elusive. And that special.

WHO GETS SNOW?

Not everyone gets snow. Orty those re-
gions where temperatures fall below freezing,
and where there is sufficient moisture receive
snow. This generally includes the temperate
zones, as well as the mountain tops of the tropical
zones.l8 Snow visits many places occasionally,
but only a few can count on it year after year. See

figure 10.

Manitoba is a region that can count on
havingsnoweverywinter. See figure 11. Forfive
to six months of the year, Manitoba's tempera-
tures are below freezing.te It snows on about half
of those days.2o During the course of one season,
snowfall may accumulate to a depth of 60 cm, or
it may accumulate to a depth of 2.5 m.2r Regard-
less of the amount, there will be snow. Manitobans
can count on it.

pcge 9
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Figure 10

Who Gets Snow?
M. de Quervain. "Snow and avalanches," in Forces of Nature.
Ed. Sir Vivian Fuchs New York Holt, Rinehart and Wilston,
7977, p.84.

Map o/' Norlh Anerica sl.totuing tttn¡þer oJ'da-1's þer-1'ear
n'ilh ¡non,, rattgingJion one or /e¡¡ in CaliJbrnia to ot'er nine ntonllt¡
in lbe .Canadian ,4relic. (Itron F. lÍ7i/he/n¡ r97¡ aJ'ler .\'. ,1.

Visher t9¡4).
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Figure 11

"Nov. 9-Make Way- An
Army track vehicle assists a

city emergency crew as

Winnipeg digs out of its worst
snowstorm in 20 years. The
storm, that began Friday
afternoon, dumped 35

centimetres of snow on parts of
sou thwestern Manitoba."
Winnipeg Free Press, November
9,7986-

page 11
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THE PROBLEM WITH SNOW

We may be able to count on there being

snow every winter, but that doesn't mean we like
it.

As Farley Mowat illustrates,

"Somewhere, on this day, the

snow is falling...

It may be settling in great flakes

on a calm night over a vast city; spinning

cones of distorted vision in the headlights

of creeping cars... (A)dult men and women

wait impatiently, for if it does not stop

soon the snow will smother the intricate

designs that have been ordained for the

next day's pattem of existence.

Or the snow may be slanting

swiftly down across a cluster of tents

huddled below a rock ridge on the arctic

tundra...Inside the tents men and women

smile. Tomorow the snow may be deep

enough and hard enough so that the tents

can be abandoned and the welcome domes

of snowhouses can rise again to turn win-

ter into a time of gaiety, of songs, of leisure

and lovemaking."2z

What a remarkable difference in percep-
tion and attitude! The people of the arctic tundra
have inco¡porated snow into their lives. For the

city people, snow is an inconvenience.

An inconvenience, a nuisance, a problem,
an ongoing war. We city people dread it, fight it,
endure it; but perhaps worst of all, we deny it.
"Winnipeggers, in fact, go out of their way to
deny the very existence of winter."a

We wear spring and autumn clothing
during the winter.2a Picture books describe
Canada in a multitude of color, texture, form and
rhythm - but in the absence of winter. "History
and popular mythology are almost devoid of
winter references."6 Its rare appearances are

associated with bleak, barrery harsh, uncompro-
mising, nothingness, and death.

"It lay thickly drifted on the crooked crosses

and head stones, on the spears of the little

gate, on the barren thorns. His soul

swooned slowly as he heard the snow

falling faintly through the universe and

faintly falling,like the descent of their last

end, upon all the living and the dead."%

page 12
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Some of the indigenous peoples of the
north have dozens of words to describe all of the

varieties of snow, some have over a hundred.tt
Winnipeggershave three: "snow", "more snow",
and "blowing snow".æ

Denial is costly. We constrne vast amounts
of energy to heat our buildings, warm our park-
ing lots, and drive our vehicles from heated
garage to heated garage. We pay millions of tax
dollars year after year to have snow salted,
sanded, plowed, loaded, and hauled off of our
streets and out of our cities. (In the past five years

the City of Winnipeg has spent an average of 12

million dollars per year on snow removal.o) It
depletes our energy reserves, it depletes our
money reserves. And in doing so, contributes to
air pollution, ozone depletiorç water table deple-
tion, flooding and soil erosion.

Denial is costly. We pay for in livesæ, and
we pay for it in social ills such as depression3l and
alienation.32

Denial has given us tall buildings that
direct the wind down on uss while robbing our
sunshine,* glassed in malls that alienate us from
nature,s wide streets that focus and accelerate

the winds and treacherous sidewalks of ice, slush,
and plowed snow.37 No wonder we dread it.
Un-fortunately, it is a "somewhat self-inflicted
winter problem, one could subtly add.""

Denial is not only a Win^ipeg attitude. So

widespread is the problem, that a group called
the Livable Winter Cities Association has been
formed. This group seeks to address the unique
opportunities and problems associated with liv-
ing in a winter environment. It asks the question
"Why do northern cities look the same as south-
ern ones"? It challenges our denial of winter and
suggests that accepting the climatic realities in-
herent in winter, will empower us to develop
efficient, comfortable, healthy cities.

The approach is simple: "increase in the

enjoyment of winte/s positive aspects, and pro-
tection from the negative ones."3t

Draw up a list of winter's positive and
negative aspects. Snow obviously belongs in the
"protection from the negative" column. Or does

ir?

pnge f3
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"The diffuse light reflected by

snow lightens shadows and creates land-

scapes and townscapes of unique beauty

which can be enjoyed by looking out of a

window."æ

"Themagicof snow and ice gener-

The Family Circus
Winnipeg Free Press

February 8,1992

ates a variety of natural play opportuni-

ties, which allow children to use their cre-

ativity and imagination."al And adults

too.

"Snow piled high at the side of the

road isa mountain tobeclimbed ormolded

into the endless forms conjured by the

imagination... There is a new found free-

dom... The snow transforms whole neigh-

borhoods into adventure playgrounds."{2

page 14
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Crankshaft,Winnipeg Free Press, February 8, 1992
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"First snow is one of the most

magical moments of the year for me."€

"For those who suffer from night

blindness, tunnelvision, a cataract, orsome

other visual impairment (and I have most

of them), the snow serves us very well.

When there's snow on the ground

I can walksafely to thebusstation atnight,

or even to the Mine¡'s Home Hotel, and

stagger back. The snow provides a clear

division between garden fences and side-

walks. It provides contrast on steps, and it
acts as a reflector for street lights.... Snow

provides a measure of security and liberty

for me."4

"The beauty of snow and of rime

frost in trees or on the ground, the sweeps

and spirals of wind-blown snow, the re-

flection of lights from the white ground

and roofs, the springtime run of icy water

in gutters - all these and more are part of

the aesthetic of the outdoor north, and

should be part of city planning".s

Snow it would seem, belongs in both col-
umns. We do need protection from it, but it is
also a positive aspect of winter, something to be
enjoyed.

THE WONDER OF SNOW

Snow is a contradiction. It is white and it
is all colors. It is cold, yet it is warm. It is a mass

that can be sometimes walked over, and some-
times walked through. It canbe blown away, and
thrown away, but it does not go away until it
melts. A bit of it will melt in your hand, a lot of
it can freeze your hand. It is mystical, magical,
and elusive. It is a gift to celebrate and enjoy.

Let'sbegin with a myth. This is the snow
myth - the explanation for why snow is. Such a
myth doesn't actually exist (not in my readings
anyway), but there should be one, so here it is:

pøge 'tr6
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the snow myth

The gods invented winterbecause

the animals of the north needed a time of

rest. Unlike the animals of the south, the

animals of the north did not rest in the hot

midday heat. So the gods invented a sea-

son of rest and called it winter. They made

the days short and the nights long,, and

they made it cold, to make sure the ani-

mals slept long and well. And then they

remembered the insomniacs, and tookpity.

To give them light to see by, they made

snow. And they gave it to the wind and

said "Blow this into shapes whichwill give

hope and joy to those who cannot sleep."

And so the wind sculpts snow into waves

and whitecaps and beaches and sand dunes

and fields of flax...

Delta, Manitoba
l'lar ch 2'1. | 92, 3:00 p.m.

-2.2'C. Wind W at 6 km./hr.
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FORM

No two snowflakes are the same. We
know this to be true because the paper snow-
flakes we made in grade school art class were all
different - even the really beautiful ones that we
tried to make copies of. We know it to be true
because once we stood outside catc-hing and ex-

amining falling snowflakes in our woolen mitts.
Sure enough eachone wasdifferentfromthe one

before, and the one before that... Big shiny plates,
tiny spindly arms, spikes, feathers, flowers, ferns,

stars, swordÐ arrows, armor... All different, all
unique, and all exquisitely detailed.

Butwhatelse could a collectionof crystals
be? For this is what a snowflake is: a collection
of. ice or snow crystals.

Snow crystals as well as snow flakes are

infinitely varied. However, because water tends
to crystalize in 60" angles when it freezes, there is

some general similarity in form.l¿ Based on this,
snow crystals have been classified into as few as

three groups3 and as many as eighty'. See figure
12. Rarely however, do snow crystals fall neatly
into one category with obvious delineations be-

tween them. Their form is the ¡esult of the action

and sequence of many factors during their devel-
opment - a journey that is unique to each snow
crystal.s What they have in common though, is
the 60" angle, and thus triangles and hexagons
(two and three dimensional) are the basic themes.
6,2.s,e,10.71 See figure 1_3.

A crystal's form, size, detailing, as well as

growth rate depends on the ambient tempera-
ture and humidity - the weather.r2

The specific crystal forrn is determined by
the surrounding temperature. As figure 14 shows,
temperatures atthe freezing point and justbelow
it tend to produce hexagonal plates. As tempera-
tures get coldeç the form c-hanges to prisms, then
to hexagonal plates, then star-shaped crystals,
then hexagonal plates, and finally at very cold
temperatures (below -25"C) prisms are formed."

It would seem then that all snowflakes
within any given snow fall would be all of the

same general form. In fact, a variety of forms are

usually present in a snowfall.'o As well, while the
particles of any snowlike substance falling from
the sky tend to be referred to as snowflakes, this
is not always the case. Both individual snow
crystals as well as snowflakes form snowfall. At
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Figure 12

Snow Crystal Classification

C. Magono and C. Lee. ,,Meteorological Classification of Natural Snow Crystals," Journal of Faculty of Science' Hokkaido univer-

siky, ser. VII, Vol. 2, p.3l7;reprinted in D.M. Gray and D.H. Male (eds.), Handbook of snow: Principles' Processes' Mangaement'

and Use. Toronto Ont.: Pergamon Prest 1981, pp' 140-141'
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Figure L3

Snowflakes: Variations on Triangles and Hexagons.
W.A. Bentley and W.J. Humphreys. Snow Crystals. New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Co. Inc., 1931, pp. 145, 203, 45,9'1,,'1.84.
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Figure 13 (con't)
Snowflakes: Variations on Triangles and Hexagons.
W.A. Bentley and W.J. Humphreys. Snow Crystals. New York: McGraw-

Hill Book Co. Inc., 1931), pp. 145,203, 45, 97, 18/.
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Figure 13 (con't)

Snowflakes: Variations on Triangles and Hexagons.
W.A. Bentley and W.J. Humphreys. Snow Crystals. New York: McCraw-

Hill Book Co. Inc., 1931), pp. 745, 203, 45, 91, l8r'^.
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waÍner temperatutes, snowflakes fall; at colder

temperatures snow crystals fall.tt

temperature. Generally warmer temperatures

produce larger crystals.t6

The rate of crystøl growth ønd the amount of

detøil depends on the humidity." As the sur-

rounding moisture increases, crystals grow faster

and their forms become more exaggerated and

embellished. Needlesbecomelonger, plates grow

larger and thinner, and star-shaped crystals de-

velop many layers of branching and sub-branch-

ing."

INCEPTION AND DEVELOPMENT'

The delicacy of a snowflake is the antith-

esis of its inception and development.

Snow crystals dePend not onlY on the

weather, but also on the presence of something to

crystallize to - a piece of earth dust for instance,

or perhaps even meteorite debris."

At the base of the cloud, known as the

water condensationlevel, water vapor condenses

The size of ø crystal also depends on the

Figure 14

"Gamut of Ice Crystal ShaPes

grows on a filament sus-

pended in a diffusion chamber

with controlled temPeraure

gradient. Crystals take

characteristic forms at various
temperatures as indicated
along the right edge of the

photograph. Reading from
the top, the symbols rePresentl

the hexagonal plates, needles
(which are defective prisms),
hollow prismatic columns,

hexagonal plates, branced

star-shaped crystals (or

dendrites), and hexagonal

plates. At temPeratures lower
than 25 degrees below zero C.

prisms appear again."

B.J. Mason. "The Growth of Snow

Crystals," Scientific American

Vol. 204 . No. 1, January 1961,

p.128.
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onto a piece of debris. This dust and water

combination rise up through the cloud, stealing

vaporfrom other water vaPor droplets as it goes.

It eventually freezes, thus establishing the pri-
mary snow crystal form. But even in a frozen

state, it continues to steal from others and in
doing so grows larger. The primary crystal grows

larger and new crystals are added to the primary

one. Eventually it reaches a point where it is so

heavy that it begins to fall.æ See figure 1'5.

As the crystal collection falls, it not only

continues stealing vapor from water droplets as

it passes by them, but sometimes gathers sucfr

speed that the water droplets are unable to move

out of the way. The snowflake smashes into

them, and absorbs them into the crystal collec-

tion (this process is called riming) and in doing

so, acceleratesbothits growth and speed.tt Snow

crystals can undergo riming to such an extent

that they become a big blob of ice; their original

form totally obscured. Snow crystals in this state

are called grøupel.n See figure 1'6.

There is the chance of course, of the snow-

flake itself shattering during a collision. When

thishappens, the fragments set out ontheir own

unique journeys of robbery and high speed

cfrases.'

It seems that pure c-haos govems crystal

formation. To a certain extent this is true. Crystal

development and destruction is completely de-

pendent on the supply of neighboring water

vapor and the fierceness of travelling crystals -

which may change on a whim of the weather. In

fact, crystal development "can follow almost any

course".tn However, growth is always very o1-

dered. New crystals orient themselves in a way

which is complementary to and harmonious with
the configuration of the primary crystal.æ
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Figure 1,5

Charles and

Nancy Knight.

"Snow Crystals,"

Scientific Ameri-

can Vol. 228.

No. 1, January
1973, p .102.
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SNOW CRYSTÅL GROWS within a cloud thut l¡a¡ been formed bv

convection: rvrrm, moiet air rising through a layer oI cold, dry uir'

A ilroplet of water conrlenses {I) ot tbe base of the clond at the

water-condensation level. It grows (2) ¡e it risee in an updrsft and

eventuoìly freezea (31 into sn ice crystal. Water'vapor molecules in

thç cto¡il- ar¡ggh themselves-lo tltp leltiçe.qf the cr,vatal, ¡¡ssting the
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branchee of the fo-iliar ¡now ile¡tdrite a4). The crystal is now

ing (5) antl Btùrtn to ríme (6), or collide with relatively large

droplets. It fall,¡ out of tl¡e cloud altogether end continueo to g!

froÀ oupo. (7) u¡til it ilrops lelow the icmondetrsation level

irs way to tho ground. The growth of the ¡¡ow crystal t:an

aLnost any course of evente. Temperatu¡es shou¡ nre urb
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Figure 16

Graupel
W.A. Bentley and

W.J. Humphreys.

Snow Crystals.

New York:

McGraw-Hill Book

Co. Inc., 1931,

Figure 5, p. 223.

AGING

Snow is inherently unstable. Snowflakes

continually change during their formatiory and

continue to do so after they reac-h the ground. In
fact snowcover is in a state of perpetual c-hange

for as long as it remains as snow.?627¡8

When a snowflake falls to the ground it
encounters different weather conditions from
what was in the cloud.æ As well, it is subject to

new stresses suc-h as gravity and wind pres-

sures.3tt

The tendency is for all crystals to reform

themselves into symmetrical hexagonal prisms.

How quickly this happens depends on the tem-

perature.3l

In stable temperatures the general snow-
flake form is conserved, but the fine detailing
tends to erode away. See figure L7. Drastic
alterations in form occur when the temperature

changes. In warm temperatures, the crystals tend

to assume simple forms with rounded edges. In
colder temperatures, the crystals continue to
evolve into simpler forms, yet develop sharp

edges.3'
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Figure 17

"Metamorphorism of a snow crystal in a closed atmosphere. Temperature below -2.5o C. Numbers

indicate age in days."
Henri Bader, "Mineralogical and Structural Characterization of Snow and of its Metamorphism," in Snow and its

Metamorphism. U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers, Snow, Ice and Permafrost, Research Establishment, Translation

14, (January 1954), pp. 4,5.
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LAYERS AND LAYERS

Falling snowflakes collect in layers which
are collectively called snow or snow cover.r See

figure 18. Snow is a simple substance made up of

crystalg water vaPor, and air.2 On the other

hand, it is extremely complex.

The texture, density, strength, color and

many other c-haracteristics of snow depend on

the snowflake form.3 Changes to snow occurs

when new crystals develop (a result of bonding

and recrystallization) and when old crystals are

destroyed (a result of packing, and thawing).nrÉ

CRYSTAL TRANSFORMATION S

Bonding

Snowbegins changing almostas soon asit
reaches the ground. Initially snowflakes simply
fall beside and on top of one another and form a
very loose type of snow cover in which snow-

flakes are not bonded together. Responding to

changes in temperature and moisture, newly
fallen snow almost immediately begins forming
new bonds and new alliances with neighboring

Figure 18

Layers and Layers
Starbuck, Manitoba
February 11/92
Suruet (5:00 - 6:00 p.m.)
-23oC. Wind S at 11km./h¡.
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crystals.za

The crystals of one snowflake bond to the

crystals of neighboring snowflakes. In this way

snowcover acquires strength.'

The rate of bonding is moisture depen-

dent. In dry conditionsbonding is slow; in moist
conditions bonding is fast. Strong snowcover is

made up of large snowflakes which have many

bonds with neighboring snowflakes.l'

Recrystallízøtion

Temperature and moisture gradients
within the snowcover results in "the growth of
some crystals at the expense of others"" The

result is fewer crystals. However they are very
large and very granular. Snow which has under-
gone recrystallization is very dense (though not
strong) and is loose, powdery, and has a very

course texture. Recrystallization commonly oc-

curs immediately above the soil surface.'¿'3 See

figure 19.

Figure L9

Granular Crystals Adjacent to Soil Surface
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Packing

Snow that has fallen in the absence of

wind tends to form a very loose layer. The

snowflakes simply fall beside and on top of one

anotherand form averyweaktyPe of snow cover

in which snowflakes are not bonded together.

However, packing begins almost immediately.

The texture and strength of snowcover then

cJranges accordingly.'n

Packingis the resultof aforce whicfrcauses

the crystals tobreak. Forces whic-h cause packing

are gravity, moisfure, and wind. Like all snow

processes packing is dependent on the tempera-

ture. While packing occurs continually, it is
muc-h faster during waûner temperatures.ls

Packing of dry snow occurs as a result of

gravity alone. Weight from new layers of snow

causes bonds within and between crystals in the

lower layers to break. The broken crystals slide

into the empty spacesbetweenthe crystals where

they rebond. Thus the entire Process creates a

denser type of snowcover. See figure 20.

Ilcpth ol umpllng, DcnsitY
cn - (J¡n' 2i'1902l'
o-õ 0.06
6-10 0.12

t0-t6 0.t7
20-26 0.20

Figure 20

Density of Snowcover at Various Depths

G.D. Rikhter. Snow Cover, Its Formation and Properties.

Moscow: Publishing House of the Academy of Science, 1954,

p.6.

Packing of wet snow during thawing oc-

curs as a result of gravity and moisture. Bonding

accelerates when water is present. In warm

temperatures, snow crystals reshape into plates,

thus loosing branches, corners, and other protru-

sions and elaborations. The plates are able to lie

much closer together, and because bonding oc-

curs rapidly at warmer temperatures, large crys-

tal composites are formed. The weight of these

crystals causes more settling, resulting in a dense

snow pack.tu

Wind also causes packing of snow cover.

The wind breaks off snowflakes and crystals

from the surface, pushes and smashes them over

the surface, which causes more crystals to break

away, and then eventually drops the fragments.

Dcoth of pmpllng, DonrltY
cF - (J¡¡. 2?, 1908)

26-30 0.2{
30-3ú 0.2¡¡g6-{0 0.28
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These fragments tend to fall into and fill up the

air spacesbetween the crystals in the snowcover.
The fragments and the existing crystals from new
bonds. The resulting layer, called awind slab, is

dense, strong, and fine grained.rztE Theprocess is

similar to packing of dry snow from gravity
except that movement is horizontal rather than
vertical, and is mucå more dramatic.

Thøutíng

Thawing is snow's response to heat.

Sources of heat include the sun, air masses, rain,
moisture, and soil.'e

One common type of thawing which oc-

curs to a certain extent all winterlongis the result
of the sun's heat. Dark objects such as tree trunks,
grast dirt absorb heat and melt the snow adja-

centto it. Small hollows or craters appear around
these objects. This is where the ground is first
seen in the spring time.2o See figure 2L.

Emphasizing this could make for an inter-
esting spring sculpture. For instance, dark col-

ored objects could be arranged so as to cause the

snow to melt away and expose bright patclres of
color in early spring (or during a midwinter

thaw). It would be a symphony of color welcom-
ing the spring.

Figure 21

Snow melt Around Dark Objects
Winnipeg, Manitoba
March 6192,3:00 p.m.
-2"C. WindWat6km./hr.
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Thawing can also occur when the air tem-

peratures rise above freezing. Snow most sus-

ceptible to thawing from warm air is the clean

unblemished white kind. It melts and sinks

below the dirtier snow - the footprints, the debris,

the darkened ruts - the initially lower parts. The

result of this type of melting creates an interest-

ing inversion as the higher undisturbed areas

slowly melt and sink below the lower crushed

areas.2r

Whenthetop layer of snowbegins tomelt
and then freezes, or when wet snowfall or rain
falls on existing snow and then freezes, a snow

crust is formed.' Snow crusts tend to be very

dense and very strong. Crusts have various
textures and densities depending on the condi-
tions that formed them.æ See figure 22.

While they form at the surface of the

snowcove¿ they may be subsequently covered

over by new snow and eventuallybecome one of

the middle layers of the snow cover.2l

Melting Snow
Delta, Manitoba
March 21.. I 92, 3:00 p.m.
-2"C. WindWat6km./hr.
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Figure 22

Snow Crust Characteristics
G.D. Rikhter. Snow Cover, Its Formation and

Properties. Moscow: Publishing House of the

Academy of Science, 1954 p. 11.

Type of lcc
or Snorv C¡u¡t

S^.""t

Coat cruet

Perlorated
crust

Grooved
¡now (fleky
rnow)

Raln crust

__Dæcripiion
Thin, opaque, white anrl mstteà
lce crust, bindinc the surfnce
of the snow; a few mlllimeLe¡¡
in thickness, conaiatlng of fuaed
grains,

Very thin layer of clear lce,
lying on top of hard snow, but
rcparated from it by an air
spnce. Very brittle.
Sun crust, dotted çith small
perforations. Very brittle and
breokable.

Su¡face of ¡now covered by ice
flakes, sepnrated hy furrows.
The flakes lle at on lncline with
thelr ral¡cd rlrle fncing the aun
(¡outh\rnrd).

Thin, tranapnrent, lce crust, of-
ten with flake¡ of lce on lt¡
surface.

Thlck whlte crurt ol tlny lce
crystnlr,

Conditions of Formatlon

Forms on clear, frosty doye,
due to the fualng of the sur-
face lnyere of snorv by the ¡un'¡
rÂys, most frequantly ln the
early epring.

Forms in calm, clear weather
with sharp diurnal lluctuatloni
ln temperature,

Results from the evaporatlon
of ¡norv un<ler the rÂyr of the
su n.

Occurs ln rprlng, as the snow
thaws.

Tempernture
crurt
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Itlnd crust

Wlnd groover

'lVlnd board

I)assnbility

E*tly b-i;ï;"wh by ;üùr,
but constitutes no obstaclø to
passage. Slipperlneae only
alight.

Splentlid surlace for skl¡-
Irlakes the nnorv slippery be-
neath the skls ¡ntl yct doer not
permit ai<leslip on turna.

Good skling surface.

The dlrectlon of the flÂker may
serve to intlic¡te ono's dlrcc-
tion. Good skl ¡t¡rface.

Very slippery, anrl rvhen thlck
€nough, c0nstitutes an obslacle
to movement on nkis. Danger-
oug {or ho¡so trnnsport, as the
ice crust wounds the hoove¡
whlch brcnk throrrgh lnto thc
looee ¡norv boncath.

Wlll uau¡lly rupport a akler
br['r;;ii;; ni"'tfon ¡ã* inJ
dillìcult dr¡e to excessive rllp-
perlners. AIeo dengcrour lor
cavalry. Slowr wheeled tran¡-
pfit.

Thln layer ol den¡e enow (up
to 3.0 cm), only sllghtly ¡lip-
pery. Matted white.

Looks llke grooved snow, but
the groovea follow the direction
of the wlnd. Hollows may be
seen on the vindwsrd slde be-
neath the crust.

Fornrs on lnow gurface ao
sult of preclpltåtion of
ther eon.

Result¡ from lreezing of anow
rvhlch had thaved ln warm
¡pell, Possibly, the formatlon of
this crust results from the ¡ub-
limation of water vapor from
the deep layerr of the sriow
cov er,

Wind,packed enow.

Result! from blizzards breaklng
the ¡urface of the crust.

Snoç on windward ¡lopes drlv-
en and packed by tho wind dur-
lng bllzzarda.

Thlcker layer of wind crust
(oeer 3.0 cm), greatly varled
in thlckness and denslty in ac-
cordanee wlth exporure to
windr. Urually coYer¡ drift! and
form¡ cornlcc¡ ovo¡ lcdßs.

Good for movement ol skl
troops. Poor for cnvalry and
wheeled tronsport.

Llttle ¡llpperinegs. Not an ob-
stqcls to morement on skle.

Very dense srrrfrce capable ol
¡uatalnlng infnntry and rledger
on akl-type runners.
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TYPES OF SNOW

Obviously, all snow is not the same' Re-

searchers have proposed various snow classifi-

cation systems which describe different kinds of

snow based on its mechanical and physical ProP-

erties. However, no one scfremehasbeen gener-

ally adopted.' See figure 23 for an example of

o* ,rr.h classificatíon system' The northern

native peoples made it easy onthemselves' Rather

than trying to describe different types of snow'

they simpþ gave different kinds of snow differ-

ent names. See figate24.

SNOW CHARACTERISTICS

Density

Density isa measure of how much water is

contained in a specific volume of snow' More

tightly p acke d snowflakes and crystal s yield more

*ãt.i than loosely packed ones of the same vol-

ume. Snowcover which contains mostly tightly

packed snowflakes and crystals is therefore more

dense.6

Density is determined by the snowflakes

present inthe snowcover andby the weather and

by gravity. Density is greater w]ren tempera-

tures are warm, when the snow has been sub-

jected to wind, and when the snow is old'"

Once snow has fallen, it tends to become

more and more dense due to ongoing factors

such as aging, grav\ty, and wind' Density in-

creases very quickly in warmer temperatures

and during thaws, while relatively slowly at

colder temPeratures.s

Generally, the more dense that snow is'

the stronger it is;æ which means that you won't

fall through it when you walk on it, and that it

will stay plastered against a fence or building or

other vertical element instead of sliding down'æ

An exception to this is at temperatures near 0"C;

althougñ density is very high, strength is very

low.3r
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Figure 23

Classification of Snow

G.D. Rikhter. Moscow:

Publishing House of the Academy of Science, 1954' pp' 56-59'

Categot'Y

reshly fallen
(new, young)
snorv, r'etaintng
in oart ot' in
vhirle the orig-
inal crystalline
fornr it had
when it fell.

Tvpe Variety Condition of Fornration
and descriPtion

ffiuysnorvfallsin
"alni- 

wéather.' Considerable variely,
ããËä"¿iná uP.on form of flakes anrl
weather ãonditions during. fall'. High-
lv mobile. capable of being dr¡lted

"louC "t 
'winä velocities of 3'5 to

I- mÀ".onA. Not onlY men on foot
U"i ã""t skiers sink into it' Forms
õrumblv snowballs if one attempts-to
;;iJ-it. HardlY sticks to skis' No
oü.tã.i" to tlanspolt if it is not
thick.
Falls during dead calms and at tem-
;;;;t"'';; cfose to o'C. Consists of
5ut-rhupì¿ flakes rvith undamaged
;;i;t ;.nd of clotls. verv loose and
5tiäLv. Èright white in color' Often
.ootfif ".. 

Ëxceptionally sticky' -,4maior factor in camoutlag-e' I ne

oäããtt.iun, the skier, and all tYPes

ãi-t*ntpoit sink in easily.and leave
ã-¿ã"p tiack, readilY visible'

Fluff
der )

Density

0-0ñ2

Phvsical and mechanical
acðordins to A. Goff and

Test
density

A varietY of
tated at verY
low -15'C)fine needles.
mobile.

Adhesion
within
strata
kg/m'

-0-50

pßge 4A

Falls only at low temperatures.and
consists of tinY, hard crYstals tn a
r".i"iv of foims (flakes, Prisms,

"ããJi.i.l. 
Exceedinglv low degree of

slioperiness. Skis will not move over
ü ütt"n the thermometer falls lower
than -20"C, due to friction'

fluff snow. but PreciPi-
low temPeratures (be-
and consists of verY

ExceptionallY loose and

0.03 - 0.06

. Tensile
strength
kg/m'

--L

properties
G. Otten

Falls at temPeratures
and consists of oPaque
of snow or ice. Less
crumbly.

Coefficient
of friction

within
stratum

0.01 - 0.03

close to 0"C,
white grains
mobile and

0.0ã - 0.07
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Figure 23 (cont'd)

Classification of Snow

G.D. Rikhter. Snow Cover, Its Formation and Properties' Moscow:

Publishing House of the Academy of Science, 7954, p' 56-59'

Paeked (old)
snow, which has
partly lost its
original struc-
ture,.chiefly
due to settling
(without cr-vs-
tallization )

Freshly
falien, wet
snow

Hoar frost
snow

Formed by precipitation o
cold. snowv surface. uonslsfs or
braiched ciystals, fused together,
hut loose. Verv fraeiìe. hardly slip-
branched crystals, fused togeth
but loose. Very fragiìe, hardl¡r sl
Derv at all. and of little mobility'
but loose. Viry fiagiìe,
per]' at all, and of little
Forms at temperatures near 0'C, of
large. moist clods of flakes that have
stuìk together. Slippery and '¡ery
stick¡', adhering to skis and runners.

Packing of newly fallen snow results
both from settling caused by its own
weight and by rising temPerature
(wIt ¡ o u t rlcrystalìization), and
from the effects of the wind. While
the flakes have changed considerabìy
in shape, they retain their original
crvstaúine stiircture. When packed
or'old snow has develoPed out of
wet snor¡r', its structure is hardly de-
finable, and it constitutes a uniform
snovry mâss. Old snow will sustain
the ùeight of a skier and, when it
reaches density 0.35, that of a man
on foot. It provides favorable con-
ditions for sleigh transport' Strong
snowdrifting wìndstorms maY Pack
it to such a density that a layer only
15 to 20 cm thick can stoP a train'
Snow packed by the force of gravitY
but rètaining its original crystal
structure. For the most part loose
and crumbly. When dug, it Pours
off the shovel. Balls molded of it
have very slight solidity. It is very
slippery and therefore an excellent
medium for ski and sleigh transport-
It rvill not sustain a man on foot.

Snow u'hich has become packed as a
result of rising temperatures, warm
damo winds. and rain. The delicate
branches of'the snowflakes melt and
the snow is transformed into a uni-
fornr mass rvithout structure. Ca-
pable of being molded into good
inowballs and may form large snow

su.ir.e. Consists of

Settled
dr5'snow

Settled
wet snow

0.1 - 0.3

0.2 - 0.6

Pßge 4X

0.15 - 0.32 7-o - 775 Q - 2'.i5

0.2 - 0.3

0 - 45

0.3 - 0.4
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Figure 23 (cont'd)

Classification of Snow

G.D. Rikhter. Moscow:

Publishing House of the Academy of Science' 7954' p' 56-59'

Category

Storm
snou¡

(wind)

Condition of Formation
and descriPtion

r"tt"r* \A/h.t d"c, the shovel Picks
î';;"ìt i"isL .Ì'î"t s. CaPalle of
use ior building structures ol snow
it up in Ia
use for bulldlng slrucf,ures ur srruw
i¡inã"t the add'Ítion of rvater' Very

"áãã 
fo. ski and sleigh transPort'

fuill sustain the weight of a man on

foot.

Composed of snow drifted ¡v !!ç
õi"a'ãna 

"e¿eposited 
snow' Consists

;;;i;.i;.tv "f 
tinv fragments . 

of
crvstals. 

-Density subject .to wrde
vaïiation in accordance with wlnd
;;i;;iÑ. Sometimes forms onlY a

;;;;;; laiãi, calle¿ "wind crust"
;;^iÇi"á-ËìrË." Grains'erJ' small;
cålor pure white. SuPPort.s a

oedestiian with ease, and sometrmes
ã-¡ãt.ãã"¿ sleigh, 'ivhich rvill leave
i"'i.ï.Ë-ir-lf-it ¿"nte enou gh'
Wtt"" ¿ue. fractures into large
=ü;;-.;;Tted and sharP-edged
;ñ;l;. L"tds itself readi-lY -to cut-
tine of bricks and large blocks' ano
i=--i¡ei"fote the best building- ma-

t-etúi--¡"; snow structures' Some-
;i;;; "i;i, 

aîd crowbar must be used
t; brèak it uP. At temperatures
lower than -5"C, it will susta¡n unlt
ioads of 0.5 - 3.0 kg/cm''

Snow rvhich has entirelY ^lost 
its

orisinal structure and the flakes or

*úi.ü--¡ãt" ìost their crvstalline
shaoe, Under sublimation it recrys-
;;11í;t into grains (frrn), large or
small in size.

Pure white, fine-grained,. dense' and

compact. Breaks into Pieces at tne

Old snorv (re-
cr¡'stallized,
firn )

Oìd snow (re-
crystallized,

Density

Physical and
according to

pßge 42

mechanical
A. Goff and

properties
G. Otten

Tensile
strength
keim'

Coefñcient
of friction

rvithin
stratum

0.32-0.48 850-4,?00 500 - 1,500 0.39 - 0.50
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Figure 23 (cont'd)

Classification of Snow

G.D. Rikhter. Snow Cover, Its Formation and Properties' Moscow:

Publishing House of the Academy of Science, DSa' p' 56-59'

firn ) .

flakes in the
snow cover have
entirely lost
their original
shapes. Consists
of crystals of
ice. Old (firn)

ørains (not over 1'0 mm in dia-
íneter) laeking definite shape' Readi-
ly per'meable to air and rvater. Sun
an<i warmth in springtime make it
soft and loose at the surface. VerY
slippery. The very best for skiing'

of a shovel. Consists of snral

BIue-gray, sonletimes brorr'n-tinted
snou', consisting of large semi-trans-
parent grains of snow and ice larger
lhan 1.0 mm in diameter. Formed
through sublimation of young ñrn
snow. Fairly dense, but crumbles
into grains at the blou' of a shovel.
Readilv nermeable to water and air.
Often 

-.iottgy at the surface and
crumbled into rounded grains belol',
it renders transport over its surface
exceedingly difficult and may be
compared, in this respect, to drY and
free-flowing sand.

Usually forms in the lorver strata of
the snow cover or over interlayers
of ice in the snow. Consists of large
transparent crystals of ice, usually
in the form of sharp-edged rectang-
ular laminae up to 10 or 15 mm in
length and 5.0 mm in width. Often'
however, their shape is that of in-
completely developed triangular lam-
inae with corners forming 60" an-
gles. Dull streaks are frequentìy
ieen on the surfaces of the crystals.
The crystals lie loosely rvith large
gaps between them and are remark-
able for their negligible cohesion,
high mobility, and ready ffot'. This
snow creates great difficulties for all
types of mechanized transport. Both
thè wheels of automobiles and the
tracks of tractors skid in this granu-
lar snow. It is particularll' dangerous
in mountains and on steep slopes, as
it forms a sliding surface for the
layers of snow above it in slides and
avalanches.

Quicksand
snorv (depth
hoar)

0.4 - 0.7 0.32-0.48

Pßge 43

1,000-3,600

0.3-0.4

350 - 8õ0 0.39 - 0.55
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Figure 24

"Specialized Snow
Terms of Some

Northern Peoples
(from Pruitt,1960)"
W.O. Pruitt, "Some

Ecological Aspects of
Snow," Proceedings

of the 1966 Helsinki

Symposium on

"Ecology of the

Subarctic Regiong"

UNESCOSeries
"Ecology and

Conservation," No.
1, (Paris,7970),p. f2.

tlnglirh

Snow

Snow that collects on treeg

Snow on the ground

Depth hoar

Wind-beaten snow

Fluffy taiga Srrow

Snroky srtorv n. ,lriftirrg ",ro*

Smooth snorv surface of very fine ¡rarticles

Rough enow surface of large porticles

Sun crust

Drift

Space formed betrvcen drift and obetruction
causing it

Sbarply etched rvilrd-crotìed snow eurfnce
(zastnrgi or sknuler,)

Irregrrlnr strrfncc cnrr scrl by di fTr:rcrl t inl
erosion of hnrd nnd soft lnycrs

Borvl-shnped deprcssiorr in snow arou¡rd
base of

Snow deep enortgh to rtccd sttow-shoes

Spot blorvn bnre of snorv

,{rea of dee¡r snorv thnt pcrsists ¡rerhnps
nll gumnrcr

Kolrrrk Vrllcy
tìrkin,o (Âlarka)

nlt¡tIu

qalí

apí

¡tuknk

upsik

sir¡ór¡

snltrrnó roaq

n Rtntgón aq

siqo qtoaq

kirn oaqrrrk

arjanra0a

k tiogl;r,¡

turn o rírr yiq

qrírn n rr iq

Dindve (Fort 1'rrhon,

rllarla)

ì.n

àê-ia

non-kót-za

ã-ai-yn

seth(ch)

theh-ní-zee

zn-hc- ¡{h- t re e

Chiptwyan
(oortlrcm Serk atchcwan)

sil(ch)

de-chón-k ay-síl(ch)

eil(ch)-de-trÁn

ynth(k)óna

ai l(ch)- t(ch)rd n - al
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Pßge M
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<l ay-cherr-yath-rló-dee

y ntlr-thay-t(r)án-ai(ch)há

oh-béh

yath-tlrny-(r{n)
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Permeability

Depending on the snow tYPe, snow can

either be permeable to air or not. Loose, porous

snow cover is permeable, whereas snow crusts

are not. Air moves quickest within a layeç rather

thanbetweenlayers. And it moves fastest through

small grained snow.3z

Permeability is important for survival'

Animals sudn as reindeer rely on the permeabil-

ity of snow in order to smell reindeer moss

through it.æ As well, the survival of people who

have been buried alive in an avalanche for sev-

eral hours and sometimes several dayssis par-

tially due to having a supply of fresh air whicfr is

the result of permeability.

Thermal ConductiaitY

Snow cover is a very good heat insulator'

Loose snow, with lots of air is even better' Ther-

mal conductivity depends on the snow density

and snow moisture. Loose snow (whichhas lots

of air trapped in it) is the best insulator; dry snow

is a better insulator than wet.s

heat insulator that unjrozen soil that has been

snowed on remains unfrozen even if air temPera-

tures dip below freezing- The warm air adjacent

to the soil remains trapped there by the snow,

thus preventing the soil from freezing' Good

thermal resistance means that there is a consider-

able lapse between changes in air temperature

and the time it takes for the snow temperature to

'catch up'. In fact the soil freezes only when air

temperatures remain below free zing for extended

periods.s

Once snow cover is established, tempera-

ture gradients tend to occur within it' The tem-

perature of the bottom layers, adjacent to the soil

iends to be stable while the temperature in the

top layers tends to fluctuate according to the

above snow air temperatures. During the course

of a d.ay,the bottom layers fl uctuate about 0' 1 6"C

while temperatures inthe top 25 cm canfluctuate

between 2"C and 30"C. However, 2"C shifts are

the most common.37

The good thermal resistance of snow can

be advantageous. For instance when snow cov-

ered soil does freeze, frost depth is minimal,

whereas bare soil tends to freeze very deep's

Farmers are therefore able to work fields that
Snow is in fact suc-h an exceedingly good
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were snow covered sooner than bare ones'

Earthworks which are to proceed during the

winter canbe planned so as to take advantage of

deep or shallow freezing of the soil'¡'

Eskimo,Inuit, and Northern Indians tra-

ditionally built temporary and seasonal dwell-

ings which were designed to take advantage of

the insulating qualities of snow. The snow struc-

tures took advantage not only of the insulation

provided by the snow itsell but also of the heat

tapped in the underlying soil. Snow provided

an oasis from often extremely cold temperatures'

Temperatures within an igloo can range from -

12" lo LS"c (10" to 59"F), while outside tempera-

tures may be as low as -40"C (40"¡'¡'*'" See figure

25.

Thus the snow provides shelter and pro-

tection from the cold and wind, provides a readily

available heat source (warm soil), and then pre-

vents heat from escaping from the pocket of air in

the snow shelter.

Reflectivity is related to the purity, the age, and

the moisture levels of the snow. Snow with very

little debris, suc-h as that which occurs in the

Arctic is exceptionally reflective. New snow, as

well as dry snow tends to be relatively free of

debris and is therefore more reflective than old

snow. For comParison:

soil 70 - 30% of the sun's rays are reflected

dry grass 19%

green grass 26%

old snow 30-50%

sea ice 40 -60%

new snow 70 -90%12

Snor¡/s reflective quality is due to its snow

crystals. Though snowflakes fall in no particular

order, there is always a certain percentage of the

crystals whose plane lie in the same orientation

to the sun. These crystals reflect the sun in

unison. As the crystals age, their edges become

less sharp and less clear, and therefore less reflec-

tive.ß

ReflectiaitY

Snow cover is one of the most reflective

naturally occurring materials. See figure 1'
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Figure 25

Normee

Ekoomiak.

Arctic
Memories
Toronto:

N.C. Press

Ltd., Plate 1.
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In the Iglu
"lglu" mealts hotrsc. When I rvas sur¿ll rvc

usecl to live in ¿ sntrrv hottse in lh('\ryintcr
and in a te nt the rest of th(: vear. Durirlf¡ th(
long rvintcr up Nonh, there is little sttn ¿nd

it is always dark. We stay insidc and tlo our
rvork anri plav. Herc thc fathe¡ is can'ing a

soapstone sculpturc [or salt'at the co-op. The

mother is serving together seal skins tt¡ cover

¿ ¡g¡¡. lVhen it stans to gct rvârllr. the snorv

hoLrsc rvill rnclt. We wilt Lruild a tent to live

in, and we rvill move with it from plac"c to

place rthen wc hunr ft¡r fbod. Insidc the iglu

thcrc is ¿tì oil lamp on three leqs. It is Iìrr

light and for heat. But rvhcn rve go to slecp,

we put out the lamp, and thcn it gets colcl'

so tve must all sleep toqether to kecp K'arrrt'

The kids sleep in the middle. bctrvcen their

parenls.
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An interesting result of the reflection from

the snow is that both days and nights tend to be

brighter." See figure 26. One wonders just how

much shorter December 2L would seem without

snow?

Figure 26

"Night Snow at Kambara"
by Hiroshige
Richard Lane.. Images from

the Floating World: The

Iapanese Print. New York:

G.P. Putman's Son's, '|'978, p.

\n.

Too much light can be a bad thit g though'

The reflected sun light can bounce off the snow

and up intothe eye, causing a temporary, though

painful condition called "snowblindness". This

happens most often to people who are outside

looking out over broad expanses of highly reflec-

tive snow. Snow blindness can be avoided by
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using sunglasses.ls

Color

Snow is white of course - obviously. Pick

it up in your mitt and look closely. It is white.

Unless of course it's yellow, in which case... It's
also yellowy grey when it's old, and undergone

many thaws and collected lots of dust.6 But other
than that, snow is white. Except when it's blue,

or violet, or gold, or orange, or green, or red...nz*

See figure 27.

In fact, snow can be any color. Like a

chameleon, snow can temporarily take on the

color of its surroundings. Snow does this by
reflecting nearby colors, and does so at many
scales.oe

The sun dusts great expanses of snow

with pink, mauve and peach eac-h morning and

evening as it rises and sets. See figures 1.,28,29.

During a bright sunny day, the snow can be as

blue as the sky. See figure 161. And indeed it
should be, since it is the sky that is being reflected

in the snow.

On a much smaller scale, the color of any

object can be reflected in the snow adjacent to it.

See figures 30, 31.

Coloring snow by arranging brightly col-

ored elements is an interesting design opportu-
nity. Color could be used to subtly enhance or

reinforce a particular mood. Color could also be

used to animate a place. Reflecting warm colors

mightbe particularly welcome inFebruary, when
the sun tends to be quite bright and the winter
quite long.

Translucence

Sunlight can easily penetrate snow cover.

Studies have shown that twenty percent of the

light striking the surface of snow will penetrate

to a depth of L0 cm.*i' See figure 32.

This quality has enormous potential for
outdoor winter art. What wonderful statements

and effects are possible by combining snow sculp-

ture and light? ny combining snow ice and light?
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Snow-Cover, Thlckne¡s
ln cm

0
I

t0
16
20
30
{0
16
60

7o of radiant energy whlch pæscd through
It. ¡elative to tólnl reaching rutface

Figure 32

"Translucence of Snow"
G.D. Rikhter. Snow Cover, Its Formation and ProPerties.

Moscow: Publishing House of the Academy of Science, 1954,

P-26.

Plasticity

Does any other material or element sur-

pass the plasticity of snow? It melts, it freezes. It
re-melts, it re-freezes. It can be molded into a
multitude of forms from simple snow balls to
humans to boats to...

It can be painted, chopped, melted, iced.

Things can be embedded into it or onto it. Hol-

lows can be burrowed into it; towers erected

from it. An amiable material, snow resPonds

well to tools such as a gloved hand, a shovel, a

pick, a bucket of water, a Paint brush...

100
90
20

6.6
3.2
1.7
7.2
1.0
0.?

Plasticity
Winnipeg, Manitoba
February 7192,3:00 p.m.
-13" C. Wind NW at 17 km./hr.
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Snow Sounds

"Winter has its own brand of sounds too'

The whiteness seems to intensify talking,

laughing, shouting. They are different

sounds than in the summer. Sometimes

they are carried on top of the howling wind,

sometimes in the footsteps in the snow at

night. Sometimes they are so clear and

crisp, they are like slivers of diamond ice

being propelled through the air and lost

somewhere in the sky."52

Most of us have heard the snow Protest-
ing as we dig our heels into it. And most of us

have also noticed that as it gets colder and colder

out, the protests become more and more high
pitched. Those protests are in fact the sounds of

breaking ice crystals.s

In warmer temperatures, the crystals have

lots of air spaces between them, are less fragile,
and upon breaking, are slow to recrystallize.

Sounds, therefore, tend to be soft and muffled.
At colder temperatures the crystals are closer

together, very fragile, and tend to recrystallize

very quickly. There are therefore more crystals

to break and they break very easily. In this

condition, sounds tend to be squeaky, crunchy
and sharp.il In clear weather, the squeaky sounds

produced by sledge runners can be heard for
miles around.s

As snow ages, it doesn't alwaYs do so

quietly. Large snow crusts settling can cause

noises that sound like distant explosions. As

well, large snow chunks falling from trees pro-

duce a distinctive bang on impact.s6

"O, how the wood was silentl

Save when the boughs let fall

Their snow upon the speckled drift;

No other noise at all."s7

Weathering

In the Arctic, the bases of cliffs are Pol-
ished to a smooth gloss. The polisher is in fact

blowing snow. As a result of either ice crystals,

whichbecome very hard at temperatures below
15"C, or the wind born sand that travels with
blowing snow polishing occurs.ss

This could have some very interesting

applications for outdoor artists and landscape
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arcrlÌitects. In a receptive medium, a snow pol-
ished surface could become a visual record of
storms - an evolving sculpture.

Electricíty

Electrical conductivity of snowcover
changeswithmoisture levels. Drysnow is apoor
electrical conductor; wet snow is a good conduc-
tor.se

An interesting electrical phenomenon as-

sociated with snowstorms occurs in mountain-
ous areas. In an attempt to release high levels of
electrical c-harging that develop at mountain tops,
miniature lightning stonns ocorr. Lightning takes
the form of electrical streams called St. Elmo's
Fire. Snowflakes which fall during these storms
are mostly graupel.*
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b,lawing sÍlaw

Blowing Snow
Winnipeg, Manitoba
March 75192,3:00 p.m.
-2"C. Wind Sat37 km./hr.
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THRESHOLD VELOCITY

Drifting snow acts in away which is very

similar to drifting sand' Snow crystals howevet
unlike sand grains can weather, erode, and break,t

which adds a further, very interesting dimension

to the snow drifting process.

Drifting snow comes from two sources:

falling snow and existing already fallen snow.

Both falling snow as well as snow that has just

recently fallen are much more susceptible to

drifting than older, packed or settled snow. While

wind packed snow tends to have a very dense

strong surface which is able to withstand consid-

erable force, nothing is exempt from the effects of

the wind for long. Very high winds will break up
even densely packed snow and cause drifting.a'+s

Drifting ocflrrs when certain minimum
wind speeds are present. Wind speeds of be-

tween 3 and 10 m/sec (L0 and 35 km/h¡) are all

that is necessary for loose freshly fallen snow to

begin drifting.ø'zs Wet snow and old wind packed

snow, the least susceptible, and can require wind
speeds of up to and even greater than 30 m/sec
(10S km/hr) for drifting to occur.tl0

There is a definite relationship between

wind speed and the amount of snow that is
blown. The faster the wind, the more snow it
carries and blows.lt

Snow crystals and crystal particles are

driven by the wind in three different ways: stls-

pension, saltation and surface creE. See figure 33'

The specific mode of transport that a particle

takes depends on its densitY."

Figure 33

"The three modes of transport for blown snow"

Malcolm Mellor. "Blowing snow," cold Regions science and EnSineering Part III,

section A3c. Hanover, New Hampshire: cold Regions Research & Engineering

Laboratory, November 1965, P. 5.
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Small, light particles become suspended
in the air stream and flow with the wind above

the ground. This mode of transport is called

suspension r3,rqrs In severe polar storms, the sus-

pension layer can extend up to and beyond 100

mr6 and is the primary cause of drift formation
around tall structures.

Larger, heavier particles also get picked
up by the wind and thery being too heavy to be

suspended, get dropped. These particles hop
across the snow surface, crashing into and loos-

ening other particles along the way. This mode

of transport is called søItation and is the L0cm to
20cm thick layer that whirls around one's boots

on windy days. Saltation is the most common
form of drifting and is the largest contributor to
drift formation.rzrs.re20

Vury large heavy particles canbe pushed

around, but not actually picked uP by the wind.
These particles are pushed directly across the

snow surface and serve to further drip away at

the snow crystals along the way. This mode of
transport is called surføce creep2lz2i and is impor-
tant in the formation oÍ. søstrugi and snow ripples.za

See figures 93,95.

SNOWSTORMS

Snowfall accompaniedby a wind can pro-
duce a snowstorm. There are two gpes of snow-
storms: Iow snowstorms and high snowstorms.s'26

Inlow snowstorms, the source of the blow-
ing snow is previously fallen snow. Drifting
occurs adjacent to the ground and is only a few
cm thick.'z*

Inhighsnowstorms, the source of theblow-
ing snow is both falling snow as well as existing
previously fallen snow.æ¡o High snowstorms
accompanied high wind speeds (20 - 40 m/sec.,
70 - 1 45 km I lw,)" are called blizzar ds. Travelling
in a high snowstorm can be extremely difficult.
See figure 34. Being engulfed inblowing snow is

extremely disorienting. People often lose their
sense of direction as well as their ability to think
clearly. In some cases people have had hallucina-
tions and severe perceptual difficulties. One

skier for instance, had the feeling that he was

going uphill backwards.32
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Figure 34

"Nov. 8 - STUCK 
-Winnipeg

motorists struggle to get their vehicles
out of knee-high snow drifts Saturday
as southern Manitoba is hit by one of
the worst blizzrds in 20 years."
Winnipeg Free Prest November 8, 1986.

B.C.
Winnipeg Free Press, February 22,1992.
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SUBLIMATION

Snow, as well as ice, can evaporate with-
out actually melting.* In this process, called
sublimation, water goes from a frozen state, en-

tirely bypasses the liquid state, and becomes a

gas. Ice disappearing from the car windshield is

an example of sublimation.

During drifting, a considerable number of
snow particles disappear as a result of sublima-
tion. However new particles are constantly added
to the amount of blowing snow (for as long as the
wind blows). The resulting snowdrift patterns
and sizes are not visually affected by sublimation
unless the upwind supply of snow becomes ex-
hausted.s
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DEPOSITION

The wind deposits snow whenever its
velocity is decreased. Any kind of an obstruction
is sufficient to slow down the wind, which then
drops many of the snow particles it has been
carrying.'2 Changes in topography, as well as
buildings, trees, shrubs, telephone poleg fences,
field stubble, vehicles, existing snow drifts, and
polar ice caps will all cause snow deposition.a,r
See figures35 - 42.

Like geological sfrata, drifted snow is laid
down in layers. Some layers are composed of
large granular particles (laid down by strong
winds), other of very fine grained particles (laid
down by mild winds).s.e

The way that snow is deposited is not
random, but in fact quite orderly. Snow is always
depositedinsuchaway asto "reduce the aerody-
namic drag of the surface".' As such, snow is first
deposited in areas where the wind speed is low-
est.8 In fact snowdrift forms reflect their associ-
ated wind reduction patterns.tro In general terms,
similar obstacles produce similar drift forms and
patterns. The "shape and size of a drift depends
on the shape and size of the obstacle and its

orientation to the wind direction"."

Figure 35

Where Drifts Occur
Winnipeg, Manitoba
February 5192,70:00 a.m.
-6.5" C. Wind SSE at 13 km./hr.
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Figure 36

Where Drifts Occur
Delta, Manitoba
February 23 I 97, 1:30 a.m.

-77'C. Wind N at 9 km./hr.

Figure 37

Where Drifts Occur
Portage la Prairie, Manitoba
February 23 I 97, 1:30 P'm..
-77'C. Wind N at 9 km./hr.
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Figure 38

Where Drifts Occur

Portage la Prairie, Manitoba
February ?3 I 97, 1 :30 P.m.
-17'C. Wind N at 9 km./hr.

Figure 39

Where Drifts Occur
Winnipeg, Manitoba

January 23 I 92, 10:30 a.m.

-20" C. Wind NW at 22 km./hr.
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Figure 40

Where Drifts Occur
Winnipeg, Manitoba

January 23 I 92, 10:00 a.m.

-20' C. Wind NW at 22 km./hr.

Figure 41

Where Drifts Occur
Winnipeg, Manitoba

January 1.6 I 92, 8:30 a.m.

-13" C. Wind S at 6 km./hr.
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Figure 42

Where Drifts Occur
Winnipeg, Manitoba
November 3 I 97, 9:00 a.m.

-14" C. Wind NW at 33 km./hr.

Furthermore, as long as the obstacles are

not considerably altered or moved, similar drifts
will develop in similar locations year after year.
(Provided prevailing winds are the same from
year to year.) The exact size and form will vary
depending on the amount of snow, wind speed,

temperature etc. The important thing however,
is that snow drift formation is predictable. See

figures 43 - 53.

Generally, solid obstacles produce areas

of greatly reduced wind speed, as well as areas of
greatly accelerated wind speed. Drifts formed by
solid obstacles tend to be short and deep and
tend to form on both sides of the obstacle.

Porous obstacles produce areas of moder-
ately reduced winds, as well as areas of moder-
ately accelerated wind speed. A small drift tends

to develop on the windward side of the obstacle,

while a large driftdevelops onthe leewards side.

As well, drifts formed by porous obstacles tend

to be longer and less deep than those formed by
solid obstacles. As the porosity of an obstacle

increases, the driftbecomes progressively longer
and shallower.

Thus wind speed determines the size,

structure, and texture of a drift, while its form
and location depends on the nature of the ob-
struction and on the orientation of that obstruc-
tion to 1þs wind.tata
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Figure 43

Similar Drifts Develop in Similar Locations Year After

Year
Delta, Manitoba
February ?3 I 97, 2:00 P.m.
-'17" C. Wind N at 6 km./hr.

Figure 44

SiÃllar Drifts Develop in Similar Locations Year After

Year
Delta, Manitoba
March 27192,2:00 p.m.

-17'C. Wind N at 6 km./hr.
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Figure 45

Similar Drifts Develop in Similar
Locations Year After Year
Delta, Manitoba
February 23 I 97, 2:00 p.m.
-17'C. Wind N at 9 km./hr.

Figure 46

Similar Drifts Develop in Similar
Locations Year After Year
Delta, Manitoba
March 21,192,2:00 p.m.
-3" C. Wind WSW at 7km.lhr.
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Figure 47

Similar Drifts Develop in Similar Locations Year After

Year
Starbuck, Manitoba
Spring 1989

Photo by Mich'ele Ammeter

Figure 48

Similar Drifts Develop in Similar Locations Year After
Year
Starbuck, Manitoba
February 11/92
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Figure 49

Similar Drifts Develop in Similar Locations Year After
Year
Starbuck, Manitoba
March 1989

Photo by Mich'ele Ammeter

Figure 50
Similar Drifts Develop in Similar Locations Year After
Year
Starbuck, Manitoba
February 71 I 92, 2:00 p.m.
-17'C. Wind N at 6 km. /hr.
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Figure 51

Similar Drifts Develop in Similar Locations Year After

Year
Delta, Manitoba
March 27192,2:00 p.m.

-2" C. Wind W at 6 km./hr.

Figure 52

Similar Drifts Develop in Similar Locations Year After

Year. Compare to Figure 129.

Delta, Manitoba
March 21,192,3:00 p.m.

-2'C. WindWat6tm'/hr.
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Figure 53

Similar Drifts Develop in Similar Locations Year After

Year. Compare to figure 54.

Delta, Manitoba
March 27192,3:00 p.m.
-2'C. WindWat6km./hr.

EROSION

As previously mentioned (see page 64),

obstacles disrupt the normally smooth flow of

the wind, creating areas of bothlower andhigher

wind speeds. Whenthe wind sPeed accelerates,

all or most of the snow is swept away from that

particular area. This is called scouring.ll'1s'16 See

figures 54,55.

Figure 54

Scouring
Delta, Manitoba
February ?3 I 91' 2:30 p.m.

-17'C. Wind N at 6km./hr.
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Figure 55

Scouring
Portage la Prairie, Manitoba
February ?3 I 91,, 1:30 p.m.
-17'C. Wind N at 9 km./hr.
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s7Í t,w ãrif,t p ø t t e r'n s,

Drift Pattems
Portage la Prairie, Manitoba
February 23 I 9'1, 1:30 p.m.
-17" C. Wind N at 9 km. /hr.
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PATTERNS

The deposition and erosion of snow pro-

duces various patterns in the landscape. Deposi-

tion and erosion work together as well as inde-

pendently.' The resulting patterns vary from large

dramatic drifts to small subtle rippling effects'

See figures56,57.

Figure 56

Large Dramatic Drift
Delta, Manitoba
February ?3 I 97, 2:30 p.m.
-77'C. Wind N at 6 km./hr.

Figure 57

Scouring
Starbuck, Manitoba
February 11. I 92, 3:30 p.m.

-21" C. Wind S at 4 km./hr.
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DRIFTS THAT ARE CREATED BY OB.
STACLES

The height of the obstacle is one of the

primary determinants of a snowdrift's form, size

and location. This is true for all kinds of ob-

stacles. As such, the height of the obstacle is

referred to as H. All other measures are then

based on magnitudes of H (2H, 3H, 4H etc.)'

Vegetatíon

"ldhen you plant a tree, you also plant a

drift."3

Almost all kinds of vegetation create snow-

drifts. Snow collects behind, in front of, and

sometimes directly on top of plants. Vegetation

produces the greatest variety of snowdrift forms.

Drifts can add interest and complement to

the form of a plant. Or they can transform the

plant that created the drift. They add line, tex-

ture, contrasf and emphasis. A small shrub

gathers up a pillow of snow and transforms itself

into a pin cushion. The sPruce tree is introduced
with a long supple rhythmic bow. Waves and

white caps crash throu gh rows of trees and shrub s.

See figures 58 - 61.

Figure 58

Pincushion Shrub
Ile.des-Chenes, Mani toba

January 79192,2:30 p.m.
-77" C. Wind N at 13 km./hr.
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Figure 59

Rythmic Bow
Ile-des-Chenes, Manitoba

January 79 I 92, 12:30 p.m.
-17'C. Wind N at 15 km./hr.

Figure 60

WinterWhitecap
Delta, Manitoba
February 2i I 97, 2:30 p.m.
-77'C. Wind N at 6 km./hr.
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Figure 6L

Winter Breaker

Starbuck, Manitoba
February 17 I 91, 9:30 a.m.

-29'C. Wind W at 4 km. /hr.

Until recently, it was a common agricul-

fural practice to plant shrubs and trees in rows in

order to reduce soil erosion and to encourage

snow drifting.' Shrubs and trees planted for this

use are called windrows ot shelterbelts. Species

composition, the sPacing between plants in the

row, and the number of rows all effect the den-

sity,s and therefore the form, size, and location of

the snowdrift. The orientation of the entire

shelterbelt to the prevailing wind also effects

drift form, size, and location. Since landscape

ardritects frequently incorporate rows of trees

and shrubs into their designs, snowdrifts that are

created by shelterbelts are important to consider.

Figures 62 - 64 illustrate the general snowdrift

forms which are created by shelterbelts of vari-

ous densities.

Stoeckelerhas done considerable research

into the resultant drift forms that are created by

specific species. See figure 65.
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Figure 62

General Drift Form Created by Shelterbelts: Short Deep Drifts. Adapted From:

J.M. Cabom. Shelterbelts and Windbreaks. London: Faber and Faber,'1965, p.'194.

R.B. Campbell and R. B. Grau. Evergreen Windbreaks for lowa Farmsteads. Iowa State College, Agriculatural Experiment Station- Agricultural

Extension Service, Cooperative, May 1948, Bulletin P8$ p.925.

Roger du Toit. "Livable Winter Cities" Livable Winter Newsletter. Vol.3, No. 6, December 1985, p.9.
Ralph A. Read. "Tree Windbreaks for the Central Great Plains" U.S. Department of Agriculture Handbook No. 250. U.S. Dept. of Agriculrure,

February'1,964, pp - 5, 7.

G. O. Robinnette, ed. Plants, People and Environmental Quality Washington: U.S. Dept. of the Interior, National Park Services,1972, p.9',l.

Jack Royle. "Frank Theakston's thirty-year search for the secrets of the wind, snow and sun" Winter Cities News. Vol.6, No. 1, p. 6.

J. H. Stoeckeler. "Shelterbelt Influence on Great Plains Field Environment and Crops: A Guide for Determining Design and Orientation."

Production Research Report No. 62. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agriculture Rescarch Service, October '1962, pp. 4-7.
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Figure 63

General Drift Form Created by Shelterbelts: Moderate Length Drifts

Adapted From:

J.M. Cabom. Shelterbelts and Windbreaks. London: Faber and Faber, 1965, p. 194.

Roger du Toit. "Livable Winter Cities" Livable Winter Newsletter. Vol.3, No. 6, December 1985, p. 9.

Ralph A. Read. ',Tree Windbreaks for the Central Great Plains" U.S. Department of Agriculture Handbook No. 250. U.S. Dept. of

Agriorlture, February 1'9&, P.7.
G. O. Robinnette, ed. plants, People and Environmental QualiW Washington: U.S. Dept. of the Interior, National Park Services,

7972, p.91..

|. H. Stoeckeler. ,,Shelterbelt Influence on Great Plains Field Environment and Crops: A Guide for Determining Design and

Orientation.,' production Research Report No. 62. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agriculture Research Service, October 1962,

PP.4-7.
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Figure 64

General Drift Form Created by Shelterbelts: Long Shallow Drifts
Adapted From:

J.M. Cabom. Shelterbelts and Windbreaks. London: Faber and Faber,1965, p.194.
Roger du Toit. "Livable Winter Cities" Livable Winter Newsletter. Vol. 3, No. 6, December 1985, p. 9.

Ralph A. Read. "Tree Windbreaks for the Central Great Plains" U.S. Department of Agriculture Handbook No. 250. U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture, February 1.964, p.7.
G. O. Robinnette, ed. Plants, People and Environmental Quality Washington: U.S. Dept. of the Interior, National park Services,
7972, p.91.

J. H. Stoeckeler. "Shelterbelt Influence on Great Plains Fieìd Environment and Crops: A Guide for Determining Design and
Orientation." Production Research Report No. 62. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agriculture Research Service, October 1962,
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Figure 65, Drift Forms Created by Specific Kinds of Trees and

ment and Crops: A Guidq for Determining Design and Orientation'"

ture Research Service, October 1962, pp.5' 6.

HORIZONIAL OISIANC€ IN FÊÊI

64

Shrubs. J. H. Stoeckeler. "shelterbelt Influence on Great Plains Field Environ-

Production Research Report No. 62. U.s. Department of Agriculturc, Agricul-
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Simply copying these configurations is
rather restricting for landscape design. As well,

the possibilify of reproducing an exact drift form
is questionable, given the multitude of factors

which contribute to a snowdrift's form in any

specific location.6

According to Heisler and DeWalle "vi-
sual porosity is a useful guide to windbreak

effectiveness for natural barriers..."' This com-

bined with the general drift form that results

from various shelterbelt densities is perhaps more

useful for landscape designers. For instance,

thinking in terms of."very dense row of shrubs"
and "deep short drift adjacent to the shrubs"

enables the designer to work in terms of masses,

which is mucfr more amenable to landscape de-

sign.

Other items pertaining to snowdrift de-

sign using shelterbelts include:

Spacing between the rows of trees or

shrubs can vary between 3 m and 6 m without
changing the resulting drift form.' See figure 66.

A single row of trees or shrubs is likely to

develop gaps as trees inevitably die. Gaps leftby
dead plants create areas of scouring.e See figure
67. The intended drift form will be considerably
altered.

Some shelterbelts are oriented in suc}r as

way as to direct the wind flow rather thanreduce
it. This type of shelterbelt is called awind channel,

and while it does not create drifts itsell it can be

extremely important to drift formation. A wind
channel intercepts the wind flow and redirects it.
This creates an areabehind the shelterbelt where

snowdrifts tend not to develop. Areas along the

shelterbelt as well as at the end of it receive the

full force of the redirected wind. There is an

opportunity for snowdrifts to develop in this
area.ro See figure 68. To be effective, the foliage

must be dense and extend to the ground."
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Figure 66

Varying Row Spacing
Ralph A. Read. "Tree Windbreaks for the Central Great Plains" U.S. Department of
Agriculture Handbook No.250. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, February 19Ø, pp.27,28.
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Figure 67

Areas of Increased Wind
Velocity as a Result of
Gaps in a Shelterbelt
M. Melargno. Wind in

Architectural and Environ-

mental Design. Toronto: Van

Nostrand Reinhold, 1,982, p.

378.

pdss B7

Efrects of discontinuities in shelferbelts. An opening in a shclterbelt producès changes in

rhe wind speed in tne areas near the optning on the leeward and winctward <ides wind speeds through

the opening can reach l2|7o the speed of the free wirrd (After Nägeli' courtesy of J M Caborn)
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Figure 68

Wind Channel
D.G. Pitt, J. Kissida, and

W. Gould, fr. "How to
Design a Windbreak"
American Nurseryman.
November 15, 1980, pp.
11, 50.

wrñt ¿UANNELg
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Locating a row a shrubs in front of a row
of trees has a very different effect than locating
the shrubs behind the row of trees.r2 See figure 69.
Data which describes the associated change in
drift form is not currently available. Thus if a

specific drift is desired which can be achieved by
a specific combination of shrubs and trees (figure
36 for instance), it is important to retain the
orientation of wind and configuration of shrubs
and trees.

Wide shelterbelts (those whose cross-sec-
tional width is wider than 5H) as well as forests,
trap most of the snow within their structure.r3,11

See figure 70.

Figure 69

M. Melargno. Wind in Architectural
and Environmental Design. Toronto:
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 7982, p.346.

pcge 89

' a' The addition of low sh¡ubs in front of trees accelerates the air near the ground. á, Byplacing low shrubs behind trees' the acceleratcd rvindflow under the trees is deflected up*uid, und con.c-quently a sheltered zone is created behind the shrubs.
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Figure 70

M. Melargno. Wind in Architectural
and Environmental Design. Toronto:
Van Noskand Reinhold, 7982, p.380.

Plantings need not always be in rows.
Theakston has found that coniferous trees lo-
cated in staggered rows is an effective shelterbelt
form.'s It would seem that if density is the key,
then mass plantings would be just as successful
in creating drifts as row plantings. See figure 71.
In fact, experimenting with alternatives to row
planting may produce some wonderful undulat-
ing effects. See figure72.

The depth of the sheltered area on the leeward side of a wide shelterbelt is very small,
especially when compared with the depth of the area behind a narrow shelterbelt.

Profile of the sheltered area on the leeward side of a narrow shelterbelt shows the higher
efficiency of narrow shelterbelts compared to thick ones.

Very high wind velocities develop at the
ends of shelterbelts which creates areas of scour-
ing.'., See figure 73. The scouring gives the drift
rounded ends which extend towards the centre
of the snowdrift for about 12H.12,18
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Figure 71

Mass Plantings

ßigure72
Undulating Effects
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Figure 73

M. Melargno. Wind in Ardritec-

tural and Environmental DesiSn.

Toronto: Van Nostrand Reinhold,

1,982, p.377.

At the bases of trees, shrmps, telephone

poles and even grass, a triangular drift often

develops on the leeward side. See figure 74. ItrJrs

simple horizontal line is often comPlementary to

the obstacle that produced it. It is also nature's

compass (provided prevailing winds are

known)."

PLAN - î,llÍ "?ï*ll,',ffioot,lii:*'ooo 
ot

- h. hêldrt ol tindbrtol

Distribution of the wind velocity around a windbreak whose permeability is defined as

"moderately. dense." The velocity is expressed as a percentage of the speed of the unobstructed wind.

Notice ihat while the speed is reduced on the leeward and also on the windwa¡d side of the windbreak,

it increases around the end edges up to 1 l0%.

rltoÎ,- - .
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DISTANCE IN TERMS OF h

For additional
sult the 'Vegetation
Appendix.

information sources, con-

References' section of the
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FigureT4
Nature's Compass
Ile-des-Chenes,

Manitoba

]anuary 79 192,
3:00 p.m.
-77"C. Wind N at
13 km./hr.
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Fences and Wølls

Most fences are oriented in such a way as

to reduce the wind velocity, and by design or
accident, create snow drifts around them. These
fences have been termed collecting fences. See

figure 39.

The important factor in determining the
type of snow drift that develops near a fence,
wall, or similar structure, is the density (or poros-
ity) of that structure.2o.2r

Solid fences cause similar short but deep
drifts to form on eac-h side of the structure and
can eventually become entirely buried in the
l¡1f¡.2æ'z+ See figure 75.

Fences whichhave openings in them (slat
fences for instance) cause longer, more shallow
drifts to form. The drift on the windward side
tends to be quite short, while the leeward drift
can be very long.Æø See hgure76.

rrgure /5
Drift Form Created by Solid Fences
Adapted from:
H. Pugh and W. Price. "Snow Drifting and the Use of Snow Fences,, The polar

Record. Vol. Z No. 4T,January 7954, p.7.
Ralph A.Read. "Tree Windbreaks for the Central Great Plains" U.S. Department of
Agriculture Handbook No. 250. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, February 1964, p.7 .

Ronald D. Tabler. snow control Courqe Notes. Niwot, colorado: Tabler & Associ-
ates,7990, p.77.

Slloßf wÍ grtt¡,t"K¡Ff5
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Fences with a porosity between forty and
fifty percent collect the most snow. A very po-
rous fence tends to create very long and shallow
drifts.u Interestingly, the width of the slats does
not affect the drift in any way. Slat widths o12.5

cm all the way up to 25 cm can be used., See

figure77.

Figare 77
Drift Form Created by 40-50% Porous Fences
Adapted from:
H. Pugh and W. Price. "Snow Drifting and the Use of
Snow Fences" The Polar Record. Yol.7, No. 4Z January
7954, p.9.
Ronald D. Tabler. Snow Control Course Notes. Niwot,
Colorado: Tabler & Associates, 1990, p. 15.

Figure 76

Drift Form Created by 50% Porous Fences
Ronald D. Tabler. Snow Control Course Notes. Niwot,
Colorado: Tabler & Associates, 7990, p.'19.
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A fence whici is solid at the top and open
at the bottom, creates on open area directly be-
hind the fence, with the drift forming behind
that.æ See figure 78. In this circumstance, the
drift will not eventually bury the fence.æ

At each end of a collecting fence are areas
of veryhigh wind speeds. Scouringinthese areas
gives the drift rounded ends. This has been
called end effect, and extends towards the centre
of the snowdrift for about 12H.31 See figure 79.

Figure 78

Drift Form Created by a Solid Fence with a Gap at the Bottom
Adapted from:
H. Pugh and W. Price. "Snow Drifting and the Use of Snow Fences" The Polar Record . Yol.7, No. 4Z January 1984, p.9.
Ronald D. Tabler. Snow Control Course Notes. Niwot, Colorado: Tabler & Associates, 7990, pp. 16, 18.

A fence can have the same effect as a wind
channel. A fence of this type is called a leading

fence. See figure 80. Leading fences only work if
they are solid and very smooth on the side that
will be directing the wind flow.32
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Figure 79

Rounded
Ends
Created by
End Effect
Adapted
from:
Ronald D. Tabler.
Snow ConkolCourse
Notes. Niwot, Colo-

rado: Tabler & Asso-

ciates, 1,990, p.22.
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Figure 80

Leading Fences

Adapted from:
Gordon M. Heisler, and David R. DeWalle. "Effects of Windbreak Structure on Wind Flow" Intemational SymPosium on Wind-

break Technoloqy, proceedings. Ed. David L. Hintz and James R. Brandle. Lincoln, Nebraska: Great Pìains Agricultural Council

Publication No. 112 June 2j-27, p. 42.

H.pughandW.Price. "snowDriftingandtheUseofsnowFences" ThePolarRecord.Yol'7,No.47,January1954,p-7.
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The effect of certain types of fences is to
simply give the wind a bit of a push along the
way. These gpes of fences are called blower

fences, and rather than creating drifts, blower
fences create scouring.s See figure 8L. Blower
fences are effective when the prevailing wind is
consistently from the same direction. If the wind
happens to come from the opposite direction, the
opposite effect is achieved: snow collects in the
area where scouring is desired.il

While the literature and research tends to
concentrate on temporary snow fences, land-
scape archite cts ne ed not be confine d or restric ted
to these types of fences. For instance, a perma-
nent wall whic-h has a fifty percent porosity will
create a similar drift to that created by a tempo-
rary snow fence with a fifty percent porosity. The
critical factor is porosity, not the fencing material
and permanence.

For additional information sources, con-
sult the'Fence and Wall References' section of
the Appendix.
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Figure 81

Blower Fences

Adapted from:
H. Pugh and W. Price. "Snow Drifting and the Use of Snow
Fences" The Polar Record. Yol.7, No. 4Z January 1954, p.g.
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Topography

Snow collects around all kinds of earth
forms and earthworks: berms, ditches, ravines,
railway embankments, hills etc. The steepness of
the slope, its height, and the orientation to the

prevailing wind determine a drift's size and loca-

tion. 3s,36

Different drifts are created by different
slopes. See figure 82.

Generally, snow is blown off the wind-
ward slope and top of the berm (hill, embank-
ment, etc.), and collects on the leeward slope.

Depressions such as ravines and ditches tend to
collect snow and can eventually become entirely
covered over.¡7 See figure 83.

Depressions which are less than 6 m deep

and embankments which are less than 0.6 m high
are the most susceptible to drift formation. De-

pressions which are deeper than 8.5 m and em-
bankments higher than L m are the least suscep-

tible to drifting.s See figure 84.

In large areas, a series of berms can be

used to give an interesting rhythmic effect.
Theakston suggests thatbermsbe about3 mhigh
and be spaced about 10.5 m apart.3e See figure 85.

Varying the berm height and spacing coulcl re-

sult in some wonderful rhythmic variations.

For additional inJormation sources, con-

sult the'Topography References' section of the

Appendix.
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Figure 82

Different Drift Forms
are Created by
Different Slopes

Environmental Controls
Course Noteg Faculty

of Architecture,

University of Manitoba,
Winnipeg, Winter
Session, 1988.
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Figure 83

Different Drift Forms are
Created by Different Slopes
G.D. Rikhter. Snow Cover, Its
Formation and Properties. Moscow:

Publishing House of the Academy
of Science, 1954, pp.15-77.
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Figure 84

Depressions and Embankments Most
and Least Susceptible to Drift Formation
G.D. Rikhter. Snow Cover, Its Formation and

Properties. Moscow: Publishing House of the

Academy of Science, 7954, p.17.
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Figure 85

Berm Location to Encourage Drift
Formation
Michael Hough et. al. Winter Cities Design

Manual. Sault Ste. Marie: Hough Stansbury
Woodland Limited, 1991, p. 58.
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C o mb ining V e get øti o n an d T op o gr aphy

A combination of earth berms and
shelterbelts have been successfully used to create

drifts ontheperimeter of a parkinglot atWascana

Centre in Regina.* See figure 86.

Hough suggests a similar configuration
for sidewalks.nr See figure 87.

While the intent in both of these examples
is to keep the parking lot and sidewalk clear of
snowdrifts, planning for a drift to develop and
allowing it the space to do so is an opportunity
for passersby to enjoy the form, shadows, tex-

ture, and rhythm of the drift without being in-
convenienced by it.

Hough further suggests that "setbacks"

be incorporated so as to protect vegetation from
the detrimental effects associated with snow dear-
ing, as well as provide space to store the snow.o'

See figure 88. Let's take another step: if we are

willing to allow space for piles of plowed up
snow, are we also willing to allow that same

space for snowdrifts.to develop in? Wouldn't we

rather surround ourselves with sculpture rather
than functional storage containers?

Figute 86

Combining Berms and

Shelterbelts to Create Drifts on
the Perimeter of a Parking Lot
Roger du Toit. "Livable Winter
Cities" Livable Winter Newsletter.

Vol.3, No. ô December 1985, p.9.
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Figure 87

Combining Berms and Shelterbelts to Create Drifts Beside a Sidewalk
Michael Hough et. al. Winter Cities Desien Manual. Sault Ste. Marie: Hough

Starubury Woodland Limited, 7997, p.41.

Figure 88

"Setbacks"'to
Protect Vegetation
and Provide Snow
Storage Space

Michael Hough et.

al. Winter Cities

Design Manual.

Sault Ste. Marie:

HoughStansbury
Woodland Limited,

1997, p.42-
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Combining Fences and ToPograPhY

The drift form that results from fences

which are located on relatively shallow slopes

(less than 1-5 percent) is much the same as that

which develops on level gtound.* See figure 89.

The drift formed on the windward side of

the fence is most affected by topograPhy. When

the fence is located on the windward side or on

the top of an embankment, the windward drift is

very small. See figure 89. When the fence is

located on the leeward side of the embankment,

the windward drift is much larger' Fences in this

location tend to become buried in the snow-

drift.n4ns See figure 89.

Depressions located on the leeward side

of a fence tend to fill in. The resultant drift form

is the same as that which develops on level

ground.ø See figure 89. Snowdrifts grow into

embankments located on the leeward side of a

fence.e The drift and embankment together form

an interesting undulating pattern. See figure 89.

Locating a fence on the top of an embank-

ment creates a much larger leeward drift.€ See

figure 89.
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Figure 89

Drift Formation as a Result of
Combing Fences and Topogra-
phv
Ronald D. Tabler. Snow Control
Course Notes. Niwot, Colorado:

Tabler & Associates, 1990, pp.23,
24.

5.6 Effect of topography oo cquilibriu drift shapc

6.6.1 Drift shapc is allcctcd by tlc togography both upwiad æd dow*ind of a fcoce

6.6.2 Oo loog uiform slopcs of ls lhu 157o, eit-her upwd or domwud wit-h rëP€ct to the
prcvailirg wind, drift shapc will bc thc roe æ on lcvcl tcnai¡-

6.6.5 Windwud d¡ifis uc deepcr on slopcs lhat ue domwud in t-he di¡cction of tbe wind, eusing a
teodeocy for fcoces to becomc buicd oo slopes stccper t-bu about l\Vo.

6.6.3 Drifts fomed by feoces on s(eep wi¡dwud-facing slopes, such æ hll slopes ud embankments,

ac sbapcd æ though thc wind wcrc horizootal ¡athcr thæ puallcl to tbc slopc.

Thc windwud d¡ift is vcry *mitivc to topography. Ooly rcry wall windwud d¡ifts form on

hillsests a¡d qindwud facing slopes stccper thæ about 10%.
6.6.4

6.6.6 The sufacc of the equiübriu drift is oot affected by topographic incguluitics undernearh rJre
drift. Às a rault, depresioæ such æ st¡em chmels ø &reatly augment suow storagc
epacity, while mou¡ds or bills rcduæ storagc øpacity.

6,6.7 Domwud slopes on thc lec sidc of a fcocc irccasc storagc epacity (tcnlatively, a 15- Z0%
increase in opacity for cach dcgrce of slope).

6.6.8 Upwud slopes in the approacb æoc i¡qeæ sow storagc opacity by inccasirg drift dcpthÀs.a tentativc guide, cffccdve feoce hcight inocæcs aborit 0J fcer for cach dcnãc of.r.*çith proportionate increæes in storagctpacity and cquiJibrim ã-.', r""g,i. 
'"'-- "' ''"""'

pds¿ f08

6 6 9 upslopes md hins in thc cxbaut zooe geocrally dccrcæc fcoce epacity, cxcept as otbc*iscDoted.

6.7 Rcfc¡mces: Fmey(193a); Müri.:[i (rffi); Tablcr (1974, 1980a, 1980b, 1985, r9$b, 1989);Tabler ad Scåmidt (f986); Tabler, pom..oy, -à S-iuoo 1r'ú¡.
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Buíldings

Similar building forms create similar drift
forms. Generally, a drift which can be large,
develops on the leeward side of the building.
Scouring clears away most of the snow on the
windward side of the building and extends in a
horseshoe-like form around the sides of the build-
i.g. Occasionally, a drift also develops on the
windward Side.4erorrr2

Drifting and scouring patterns depend on
the height of the building and its orientation to
the wind, and as well on the length and width of
the building and the pitch of the roof.o See

figures 90 -91..

For additional inJormation sources, con-
sult the'Building References' section of the Ap-
pendix.

Figure 90

Snowdrift Patterns

as a Result of
Building Form and
Wind Orientation
Richard C. Spears.

Appendix A. Prelimi-
nary Work Toward
Buildine Form SitinB

and Orientation in

Subarctic Climates.

Winnipeg: Centre for
Settlement Studies,

1976.

)
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snawdrift pattems

Figure 91

Wind Flow Patterns as a Result of Various
Building Forms and Sizes
M. Melargno. Wind in Ardritectural and

Environmental Design. Toronto: Van Nostrand
Reinhold, 1982, pp. 348-351.
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FORMS THAT RESULT
FACE IRREGULARITIES

Large open areas are rarely uniformly
smooth. Their "irregularities" give rise to vari-
ous patterns which are the combined effects of
both deposition and erosion. While exact detail-
ing varies, there are general repeating patterns
which develop under specific weather condi-
tions.s

Dunes tend to form duringblizzards. Th"y
are large (10-100 m long and 0.5-2 m high), with
their long axis flowing with the wind, and have
a smooth rounded form.s See figure 92.

S astr u gi tend to form during low dry wind-
storms. Thuy are1.-2 m long and L0-15 cm high,
and also orient their long axis to flow with the
wind. Theyhave a verysharp sculpted, undulat-
ing form.s See figure 93.

FROM SUR-

Figure 92
"Snow dunes deposited on sea ice. This air photo covers
an area 3.3 km square. Winds generally from lower
left."
Malcolm Mellor. "Blowing Snow" Cold Regions Science and
Engineering Part III, Section A3c. Hanover, New Hampshire:
Cold Regions Research & Engineering Laboratory, November
7965, fig.20.
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Figure 93

"Sastrugi. A strongly elongated tyPe."

Malcolm Mellor. "Blowing Snow" Cold Regions Science and

Engineerinq Part III. Section A3c. Hanover, New Hampshire:

Cold Regions Research & Engineering Laboratory, November

'!965, he.Z"t(a).

Figure 93 (con't)

"Sastrugi."
Malcolm Mellor. "Blowing Snow" Cold Reeions Scienc€ and

Engineering Part III. Section A3c. Hanover, New Hampshire:

Cold Regiors Research & Engineering l,aboratory, November

7965, h9.27(c).
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Barchøns are thought to be a transitional
form between sastrugi and waves or ripples.
They develop when granular or powdery snow
falls on a smooth solid crust They are about 2 m
long and form with their long axis against the
flow of the wind. From above, barc-hans look like
crescents or giant boomerangs.szsa See figure 94.

Figure 94

"Snow barchan."
Malcolm Mellor. "Blowing Snow"
Cold Regions Science and Eneineering

Part III, Section A3c. Hanover, New
Hampshire: Cold Regions Research &
Engineering Laboratory, November
7965, frç.22.
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Waaes tend to form in cold, very windy
weather. They are 5-L0 m long, 10-20 cm high
and orient their long axis at right angles to the
wind flow.se

Ripples are a smaller version of waves.

They are L0-40 cm long, L-2 cm high and tend to
form in cold weather when winds are light. Their
long axes flow against the wind direction. Th"y
have a subtle rounded undulating formo which
is very similar to fine grained sand. See figures
95,96.

Figure 95

"Transverse ripples on the snow."
Malcolm Mellor. "Blowing Snow" Cold Regions Science and

Engineering Part III, Section A3c. Hanover, New Hampshire:

Cold Regions Researóh & Engineering l^aboratory, November

7965,1i9.23.

Figure 96

Sand Ripples
photograph by Ansel Adams. Dunes, Oceano, California:
Museum Graphics, 1963
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the, ftErtüre of srÌow
and snow:drifts

Starbuck, Manitoba
February 7'1, I 92, 12:00 noon
-24'C. Wind NW at 4 km./hr.
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THE NATURE OF SNOWAND SNOW.
DRIFTS

"The frost pattems were not static but

fluid in a way I had never imagined."l

"Nature's ice sculptures are living chang-

ing things that are different and fascinat-

ing everyday."2

"And so the beauty of winter lies in never

really quite knowing what will happen."3

Snowdrift patterns are predictable. Drifts,
however are rarely a uniform feafureless mass.
While similar objects produce similar drifts, the
specific form is unpredictable and infinitely var-
ied in detailing.

This section is about the sculptural poten-
tial of snow. It is about the elusive nature of form
and texture, about humor, about ligh¡ shadow,
edge and art. It is about the unquantifiable - the
details, the magic, the mystery.

Some of the following examples can be
reproduced, some will happen year after year,
and some are simply gifts. They all illustrate the

possibilities that are associated with snow.

"One moming's frosty forms may evoke

for her a seaside memory or the day in

childhood when she watched a luna moth

unfolding its wings for the very first time.

In new mysteries, old mysteries may be

recalled and cherished."a

RHYTFIM

Drifts created by shelterbelts and snow
fences tend to have a rhythmic undulating edge.
Rhythm exists at many scales, and seems to be
associated with scouring. See figure s 97 - 1,01.
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Figure 97
Rhythm in a Shelterbelt Drift
Portage la Prairie, Manitoba
February ?3 I 97, 1:00 p.m.
-17'C. Wind N at 6 km./hr.

Figure 98

Variations on a Rhythm
Starbuck, Manitoba
February 1'1, 1 92, 12:00 p.m.
-24"C. Wind N at4km./hr.
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Figure 99

A wonderful swirl winds among and through these

planter boxes
Winnipeg, Manitoba

January 23 I 97, 12:30 p.m.
-19" C. Wind NNW at 20 km./hr.

Figure 100

Plowing or shovelling snow into piles and then

allowing the piles to create drifts is a very simple way
of establishing rhythm. The size and spacing of the

shovelled snow piles can be varied to suit the situa-
tion. As well, piles of wood, leaves, soil, gravel, even

old cars can be used instead of snow. ln this example,

piles of snow have been used.

Starbuck, Manítoba
February 11, I 92, 3:30 p.m.
-21'C. Wind SW at 20 km./hr.
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Figure 10L

Timber piles located beside a shelterbelt

create a dramatic drifting rhythm.
Winnipeg, Manitoba
1997

pøge f23

FOOTPRINTS

Snow is such a tattle tale. It tells of the

short cut the paperboy takes through the yard. It
tells that the owl is getting slow, that the raccoon

is out and about, that the geese are back. Like the

neighborhood gossip it keeps us informed about

events that we may not have witnessed, but find
interesting nonetheless. See figures 102 - 1'12.
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Figure 102

Snow Prints of Snow
Starbuck, Manitoba
Fall,7997
Photo by Mich'ele Ammeter

Figure 103

The Cat is Attacked
Starbuck, Manitoba
February 71 I 92, 12:00 noon
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Figure 104

The Cat is Attacked Again
Starbuck, Manitoba
February 77 I 92, 3:00 P.m.

Figure L05

The Paperboy's Shortcu t

Winnipeg, Manitoba

January 17 I 92, 11:30 a.m.
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Figure 106

Bum Prints
Winnipeg, Manitoba

January 8192,9:30 a.m.

Figure 107

The Squirrel Party
Winnipeg, Manitoba

January 74 I 92, 12:30 p.m.

4_ \
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Figure 108

Sasquatch!
Delta, Manitoba
February 23197

Figure 109

A Bird Walk
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Winter, 1992
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Figure 110

The Geese are Back

Delta, Manitoba
March 21,192,3:30 p.m.

Figure 111

A Raccoon with Dir$ Feet?l

Delta, Manitoba
March 27192,3:00 p.m.
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Figure 112

The trail leading to this piece of environ-
mental art is an indication of its sucess.

Winnipeg, Manitoba
March 75 I 9'1.,4:00 p.m.
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HUMOUR

Humour is probably one of the most elu-

sive qualities of snow yet given the length of

winter, and all of its negative associations, it is
perhaps one of the more important ones.

Snow can create humorous forms and set

up funny scenes. It is also happy to conspire with
other jokers. Many a stafue has maintained a

philosophical, loving, or stern expression while

concealing a snowball behind its back. See fig-

ures LL3 -117.

"Sparrows and

Camellia in Snow"
Hiroshige: Birds and

Flowers New Yorlc

George Braziller Inc.,

1988, plate 11.
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Figure 113

The rest of this cottage's face has emerged to guard

against intruders while its owners are away for the

winter. And if that's not deterrent enough, it is physi-

cally blocking the door.

Delta, Manitoba
February 73 I 9'L, 2:00 p.m.
_77" C. Wind N at 6 km. /hr.

Figure 114

Babushka
Starbuck, Manitoba
February 77 I 92, 12:00 noon

-24'C. Wind NW at 4 km./hr.

pcge tr3f
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Figure 115

Why Not?
Delta, Manitoba
March 27192,2:00 p.m.
-3" C. Wind WSW at 7km./hr.

Figure 116

Drift Eats Tree
Delta, Manitoba
March 27192,2:30 p.m.
-3' C. Wind WSW at 7 km./hr.
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Figure 1L7

Buried Treasure
Time, day and location are being withheld pending
further investigation.

SENSE OF PLACE

Snowdrifts provide anopportunity to fur-
ther reinforce the feeling of a place. For example,
there is a sculpture at the Forks where the sun
writes hieroglyphics on stone. It is surrounded
by a circle of stone pillars. A snow fence was
placed on one side of the site and the drift that
formed served to further enhance the mystical,
sacred feel of the place.s See figures 118, 119.

Or they can be used to add an entirely
different feel, thus giving an interesting seasonal

duality to a place. For example, L'Heureux de-

signed a fountain to aerate water in a pond -

imagine a quiet relatively sedate summer pond
with a bit of duckweed, a few flies, a warm
breeze,the sun waltzing on the water... During
the winter, this same pond had 3 m high towers
of ice emerge from it - imagine that! While this
example involves the ice, seasonal contrasts in
the feel of a place are undoubtedly possible by
the manipulation of snow as well.
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Figure L18

"The Path of Time" View to the sculpture
The Forks, Winnipeg, Manitoba

January 23192,2:00 p.m.
-77'C. Wind NNW at 19 km.i hr.
Àrtist: Marcel Gosselin

Figure 1L9

"The Path of Time" View from the Sculpture
to the Drift
The Forks, Winnipeg, Manitoba

fanuary 23192,2:00 p.m.
-17"C. Wind NNW at 19 km./hr.
Artist: Marcel Gosselin
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COMPLEMENT TO ART

Snow can provide a wonderful back-
ground medium for displaying outdoor art: no
conflicting lines from expansion joints in con-
crete, no grass to subdue colors, no leaves to
obstruct light or views. Snow provides a clean,

potentially high contrast background to display
art. See figure 120.

Further to this, is it possible to create a
piece of art that, like places, can have a seasonal

duality? Snowdriftin& or snow collecting could
be an intended aspect of the piece, which would
add another dimension to the work. See figures
121,.

Playing with shadow on snow is also an
artform which should be explored. Rhythm can
easily be established using shadows on snow.
See figure 122. Shadows from a piece of outdoor
sculpture which fall over a snowdrift become
distorted and abstract patterns in and of them-
selves. See figure 123.

Figure 120

Snow as a Background for Art
Winnipeg, Manitoba

|anuary 23 I 92, 10:30 a.m.
-20'C. Wind NW at 22 km./hr.
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Figure 121

Incorporating Snow into an Outdoor Sculpture

Figure 122

Establishing Rhythm from Shadows on Snow
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Late Winter, 1991
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Figure 123

Abstract Pattems from Shadows Falling on a Snowdrift
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Late Winter, 1991

Snow is also a canvas that patterns canbe

created on. LeaveÐ rocks, pebbles, or seeds

spread over snow form dynamic Patterns. See

figure 724. Leaves and rocks also create interest-

ing melting patterns. Leaves sink into the snow,

creating a pothole effect from which reds, yel-

lows, oranges flow through the snow. See figure
125. Rocks that have been arranged on top of the

snow also sink into it during melting. When they

reach the ground, they act as heat radiators and

melt away the snow adjacent to them, making
islands of themselves. See Íigure 126.
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Figure 124

Snow as a Canvas
Audubon Engagement Calendar. New York:
MacMillan Publ. Co., 1992.
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Figure 125

Snow as a Canvas
Winnipeg, Manitoba
February 29 I 92, 12:00 noon
2" C. Wind S at 28 km./hr.

Figure 126

Snow as a Canvas
Winnipeg, Manitoba
March 75192,4:30 p.m.
2'C. Wind S at 28 km./hr.
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SNOW ART

"But nowhere in the world

Does snow dryly crackle and crunch

And sparkle underfoot

As in Saskatchewan

And nowhere in the world

Have I enjoyed making

Angels in the snow

As I have in the hushed

Blue-blaclc velvety cold

Winter nights in Regina."6

We've all made snow angels and
snowmen. Some of us may even have sculpted
and molded other forms, and perhaps painted
them. And if we haven't actually done this
ourselves, we've seen the sophisticated and often
monumental snow and ice sculptures that are

often featured at Winter Festivals. See figu r e 127 .

Beauty surrounds us in the winter. Not
just with what we can sculpt snow into, but what
snow and wind and sun sculpt snow into.

Melting, treezing aging, blowing results
in an endless variety of forms and textures. Un-

like any other m aterial, snow perpetually changes.

It changes with the angle of the sury the wind, the

squirrel, the addition of more snow. It is living
whim. It transforms safe summer forms into
abstract patterns that exaggerate, contort, distort
and defy summer's forms.

Figaxel2T
Festival du
Voyageur
Photo by Ted

McLadrlan
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For the sake of convenience this section
hasbeen divided into six parts. They are simply
six qualities that I have come to enjoy. They are
elusive yet among the best qualities of snow (in
my mind at least). I have no specific suggestions
for integrating these qualities into design. What
I've noticed is that it takes a while to really see

snow and when you do, there lies a world of
texture, pattern, color, rhythm, shadow and light
that ebb and flow in abstract patterns.

Lìght

Light comes from two sources. Light from
the sun creates high contrast shadows and devel-
ops wonderful form definition and distortion.
Occasionally though, light seems to come from
within the snow itself. I suspect that this has
muc-h to do with the viewing angle. It is a

wonderful contradictory effect that could be used
to emphasize an important feafure. See figures
128 - 131,.
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Figure 128

Light from Within the Drift
Starbuck, Manitoba
February 11, 1 92, 3:30 p.m.
-21" C. Wind SW at 4 km./hr.

Figure L29

Light from Within the Drift
Delta, Manitoba
February 23 I 97, 2:30 p.m.
-77'C. Wind N at 6 km./hr.
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Figure 130

Light from Within the Drifr
Delta, Manitoba
February 2i I 97, 2:00 p.m.
-17" C. Wind N at 7 km./hr.

Figure 1.31

Light from Within the Drift
Ile-des-Chenes, Mani toba

January 19192,3:00 p.m.
-77" C. Wind N at 13 km./hr.
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Shadows

Shadows from elements and shadows
from drifts themselves define the form of a drift.
Butthe drifts distort, exaggerate and create opti-
cal illusions with the shadows. See figures 132 -
137.

page n44

Figure 132

WinterWhitecap
Delta, Manitoba
February 23191.,3:00

P.m.
-17'C. Wind N at 7
km'/hr.
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Figure 133

Snow Undulation
Delta, Manitoba
February ?3 1 97, 3:00 p.m.
-77" C. Wind N at 7 km./hr.

Figure 134

Shadows Defining and Distorting Form
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Winter, 1991
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Figure 135

Optical Illusion
Delta, Manitoba
February 23 I 97, 2:00 p.m.
-77" C. Wind N at 6 km./hr.

Figure 136

Optical Illusion
Ile-des-Chenes, Manitoba

January 79192,3:00 p.m.
-77'C. Wind N at 13 km./hr.
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Figure 137

Shadows Defining and Distorting Form
Winnipeg, Manitoba

January 23 I 92, 12:00 noon
-19" C. Wind NNW at 20 km./hr.

Texture

The effects of cold, wind, warmth, com-
paction and many other factors produce avariety
of textures. Snow canhave the sleek translucence

of marble, the fluffy nothingness of candy floss,

it can look like sand, soap, mica, bedrock or
soapstone. It can be gritty, sleek, voluptuous,
leary sharp. See figures 138 - 1,43.
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Figure 138

Snow like Marble
Delta, Manitoba
February 23 I 91,, 2:30 p.m.
-17' C. Wind N at 6 km./hr.

Figure 139

Snow like Sandstone
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Spring 1991
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Figure 140

Snow like Mica
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Spring 1991

Figure 141

Candy Floss
Starbuck, Manitoba
February 77192,9:00 a.m. (post sunrise)
-29"C. Wind W at 4 km./hr.
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Figure 142

)agged Texture
Starbuck, Manitoba
February 77192,9:00 a.m. (post sunrise)
-29"C. Wind W at 4 km./hr.

Figure 143

Gritty Texture
Starbuck, Manitoba
February 77192,9:00 a.m. (post sunrise)
-29'C. Wind W at 4 km. /hr.
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Textures Interøcting

Snow usually falls in sufficient quantities

to cover over existing snow. Occasionally it
doesn't. And the interaction of the old and the

new snow creates wonderful patterns. See fig-

ures].M, L45.

Figure L44

New snow which has partially covered a snow bank that

contains old snow, dirt, sand, and ice produces an

interesting contrast in color and texture.

Winnipeg, Manitoba
February 5192,9:00 a.m.

-6'C. Wind SSE at 17 km./hr.

Figure 145

Snow which has been subject to different aging condi-
tion will have different characteristics. A really dynamic

pattem occurs when the sun comes out to play with
wind packed and crusted snow.

Starbuck, Manitoba
February l't I92,12:00 noon
-24'C. Wind NW at 17km./hr.
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Abstrøct Forms and Composìtions

Drifted snow can develop into exception-
ally beautiful forms. The variety of convolutions
and contortions are endless. They occur as the

details of a larger drift, and as singular elements
by themselves. They are large and small, and
pop up beside buildings, in fields, along fences.

See figures 146 - 150.

Figure 146

Abstract Pattems
Winnipeg, Manitoba

January 23 I 92, 12:00 noon
-19" C. Wind NNW at 20 km./hr.

Figarc147
Abstract Formation
Delta, Manitoba
February 23 I 97, 2:00 p.m.
-77'C. Wind N at 6 km./hr.
Photo by foe Wiatrowski
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Figure L48

Abstract Formation
Delta, Manitoba
February n197,2:30 p.m.
-17'C. Wind N at 6 km./hr.

Figure 149

Abstract Formation
Starbuck, Manitoba
February 77 I gZ, 12:00 noon
-24"C. Wind NW at 4 km./hr.
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Figure 150

Abstract Formation
Ile-des-Chenes, Manitoba

Janury 79192,3:30 p.m.
-77'C. Wind N at 13 km./hr.

The place where drifting and scouring

meet, is full of surprises. A definite, often sharp

ridge of edge develops. Sometimes it aggres-

sively chews its way forward, sometimes it
nonchalantly lulls about, sometimes it throws
itself up in a fury. See figures 151 - 154.

Figure 151

Aggressive Drift
Chews Its Way
Forward
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Spring 1991
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Figure 152

Drift Lulling About
Winnipeg, Manitoba

January 23 I 92, 10:00 a.m.

-20" C. Wind NW at 22 km./hr.

Figure 153

Drift Lulling About
Starbuck, Manitoba

January 1,7 I 92,8:00 a.m.

-7'C. Wind SSE at 24 km./hr.
Photo by Mich'ele Ammeter
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SeøsonøI Chønges

One of the unique qualities of snow isthat
it is in a continual state of cJrange. Once estab-

lished, drifts continue to grow, adding more

embellishments and variations. See figures 155 -

Ls9.

Figure 155

The feel of a place can change not only by incorporating
a drift for a special effect, but subtly as the snowcover

changes. Notice how the mood of the first photo has an

easy relaxed feel to it, while the second one has a more

formal controlled feel to it.
Winnipeg, Manitoba

fanuary 75 I 92, 10:00 a.m.

-30" C. Wind WSW at 11km./hr.

Janaury 23 I 92, 12:00 noon
-1ff C. Wind NNW at 20 km./hr.
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Figure 156

Seasonal Changes

Winnipeg, Manitoba

January 78192,8:45 a.m.

-31" C. Wind W at 13 km./hr.
Janaury 23 192,8:45 noon
-19" C. Wind NNW at 22 km./hr.
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Figure L57
Seasonal Changes
Starbuck, Manitoba
January 71192,8:45 a.m.
-7'C. Wind SSE at 24 km.i hr.
Photo by Mich'ele Ammeter

February 11 I gZ, 12:30 p.m.
-24" C. Wind NW at 4 km./hr.
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Figure 158

Seasonal Changes

Starbuck, Manitoba

January 77192,1:00 p.m.
-4" C. Wind S at} km./hr.

February 71 1 92, 12:30 p.m.
-24" C. Wind NW at 4 km./hr.
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Figure 159

Seasonal Changes

Starbuck, Manitoba

January 77192,1:30 p.m.

-4" C. Wind 5 at 24km./hr'

February 77 1 92, 3:30 p.m.
-21" C. Wind SW at 4 km./hr.
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Pløy íng with P ercePtion

You just can't pin down the exact shape of

a drift. Even on days when the sky is clear, and

the wind is at rest, the drifts are restless and

moving about. See figures 160 - 163.

Figure 160

Daily Changes: The following three photographs were

taken during a half hour period. Notice how the shape-

less mass on the left end of the drift transforms into a

finely detailed comPosition'
Ile-des-Chenes, Mani toba
january 79192,3:00 p.m.
-77"C. Wind N at 13 km./hr.

January 79192,3:15 p.m.

-17" C. Wind N at 13 km./hr.
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Figute 162

Oaity Changes: Drifts also like a good game of peek-a-

boo. The first of the following two photographs was

taken in the morning under an overcast sky' A couple of

hours later the sun came out and so did the drifts' (See

also Figures 7, 8.)

Ile-des-Chenes, Mani toba

january 19 192,12:30 P.m.
-17" C. Wind N at 15 km./hr.

January 19192,2:30 p.m.

-17" C. Wind N at 13 km./hr.
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Figure 163

Playing with Perception: The following two photo-
graphs become a study in negative and positive space.
Starbucþ Manitoba
February 71. I 92, 11 :30 a.m.
-24'C. Wind NW at 3 km./hr.

February 77 I 92, 3:30 p.m.
-24' C. Wind SW at 4 km./hr.
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tlillianAllen, Frgql (Winnipeg: Hyperion Press Limited,
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2Roger L'Heureux, "lce - Natures's Superb Manifestation;
Obdurate yet fragile - austere yet edible - unspeakably beautiful
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3Borowiecka, p. 60.
aFreeman Patterson, in Frost, by Lillian Allen, (Winnipeg:
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385.
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l. q.

C A'ft:C Í.tlSt On

Starbuck, Manitoba
February 77 I 92, 12:00 noon
-24"C. Wind NW at 4 km./hr.
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CONCLUSION

Snowdrifts happen. Big, bold and beauti-
ful, right where they're least expected - on the
front doorstep, across the driveway... But rather
than remove them, why not move them, to where
their bold, beautiful contours can be enjoyed
without them obstructing paths and roads?

Because if a drift grows across the parking
lot during this storm, it'll be back the next storm,
and the one after that... They are predictable, and
in that they offer an opportunity for landscape
architects to incorporate them into winter land-
scape design.

Snow is a unique substance. It is com-
posed of millions of ice crystals which are in a
perpetual state of cJrange. They cJrange with the
temperature, the wind, with being stepped on, or
molded into a snowball. Th.y change with age,

with the color of the sky, with the angle of the
sun. They can be completely scoured out of an
area. And they can collect in large immobile
drifts beside hedges, fences, berms and build-
ings.

But snow is more than merely an unusual

substance that can be swept away or collected
together - it is a source of beauty. In the world of
snory texture, pattern, color, shadow and light
ebb and flow into abstract pattems and rhythms.
Incorporating snow into landscape design re-

sults in a more visually, as well as physically
stimulating winter environment; one in which
rhythm, light, shadow, texture, color abound. It
is a playground for our children, our eyes, our
memories.

There are a couple of ways of incorporat-
ing snow into landscape design.

One way is to simply allow space for a

snowdrift to develop in and to locate that space in
an area where traffic flow and building access

will not be impeded. For example, locating a
walkway and a row of trees a few meters apart
rather than right beside each other, provides a

area for drifts to develop in and an opportunity
for pedestrians to enjoy those drifts.

The information reviewed in this report
canbe used as a guide for this type of 'snowdrift
design'. While specific situations have been in-
cluded in the text, the most important things to
consider in terms of drift form and location are
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these:

1. The density of the obstacle creating the

drift: solid obstacles create short deep drifts
adjacent to the obstacle; less dense (more po-
rous) obstacles create longer more shallow drifts.

2. The orientation of the obstacle to the
prevailing wind: leeward drifts tend to be con-

siderably longer and deeper than windward
drifts.

In addition to merely replicating'known'
drift forms, simple variations could lead to some

interesting effects and drift forms. These in-
clude:

*Experimenting with alternatives to tradi-
tional linear row planting to create interesting
undulating effects.

"Testing different types of fences - both
temporary and permanent - rather than depend-
ing on traditional snow fences.

*Creating rhythmic snowdrift effects by
establishing a series of berms, or by varying the
berm height and spacing.

Reasonable expectations should be em-
ployed. Drifts aren't particularly cooperative
about giving up space, and will simply become

problematic drifts if asked to do so. Therefore,
enough area shouldbe made available to accom-
modate the drift.

The variables which govern drift forma-
tion increase logarithmetically (at the very least!)

as the number of obstacles influencing a drift
form increase. Much of the information cur-
rently available involves one, or occasionally
two obstacles. With the exception of very large
open fields, drift formations on most sites are the

result of many obstacles, including ones on adja-

cent sites. Thus the resultant form of a'designed'
drift may not be the exact intended form. This is
not reason to be discouraged, but rather another
source of surprise.

Another way of incorporating snowdrifts
into landscape design is to explore and test the

innate unique qualities of snow. Characteristics
such as thawing, translucence, weathering ef-

fects, color, plasticity, texfure, light and shadow
effects, and sculptural forms can all serve to
complement or to contrast withsummer themes.

This approac-h enables designers to explore the
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design potential of snow, as well as snowdrifts,

and in doing so, add another dimension to their

work.

Some of the suggestions put forth in this

report include:

*Arranging dark colored objects (which

absorb the sun's heat and melt the snow adja-

cent to them) so as to cause the snow around

them to melt away and expose bright patches of

color. This effect could be particularly striking

on abright February day.

*Playing with the translucence of snow

has the potential f or wonderful nighttime effects.

What statements and effects are possibleby com-

bining snow sculpture and light? What are the

possibilities when snow and ice and light are

combined?

*Snow is a weathering agent. In a recep-

tive medium, a snow polished surface could

become a visual record of storms - an evolving

sculpture.

"Coloring snow has some exciting possi-

bilities. The reflection of a brightly colored ele-

ment will color the adjacent snow. In this way,

color can be used to contrast or reinforce the

mood of a place. Coloring snow with warm

colors has some potentially interesting

effects.

*Snow is a canvas that patterns can be

created on. Leaves, rocks, pebbles, or seeds

spread over snow form dynamic patterns. In

the spring they also form interesting melting

patterns.

*Playing with shadow on snow is an art

form which should be explored. Shadows on

snow establishrhythm. Th.y also form distorted

and abstract patterns in and of themselves'

*Snow has the potential to be incorpo-

rated into outdoor art. Snowdrifting or snow

collecting could be an intended aspect of the

piece, which would add another dimension to

the work.

By befriending snow, and utilizing its in-

herent qualities, landscape arc-hitects can add a

further dimension to the place they create either

byfurtherenhancing the feel of place established

by summer themes, or by encouraging a distinct,
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yet pleasing winter theme.

It is hoped that this report will serve as a

beginning - a source of possibilities from which
other possibilities will grow. And that in time,
northern designers will incorporate and celebrate

snow and winter as they currently do with south-
ern exposure and shade trees and water and
views... In time, may we come to laugh and
dance the rhythm of snow and winter.

"A snow year, a rich year."l

REFERENCE:
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GI.OSSARY

barchans - small hard packed crescent shaped

snow formations which form with their long axis

against the flow of the wind; thought to be a

transitional formbetween sastrugi and waves or

ripples; 2m long

blower fence - a solid, smooth fence oriented in
such a way as to direct the wind flow in a specific

direction

collecting fence - a fence designed to prevent

snow from accumulating in a specific area by
accelerating and redirecting the wind to that area

density - a measurement of how much water is
contained in a specific volume of snow

dunes - large hard packed snow f ormations which
develop during blizzards; they have a smooth

rounded form and are oriented with their long
axis parallel to the wind; L0-100m long x 0.5-2m

high

end effect - the rounded ends of a snowdrift
createdby veryhighwind speeds whic-h occur at

the ends of collecting fences and dense shelterbelts

graupel - granular snow pellets; also called soft

hail

high snowstorms - snowstorms in which drift-
ing and blowing snow occur within a few to
several meters of the ground level; the source of
drifting and blowing snow is both falling snow

and previously fallen snow

ice crystals - see snow crystals

leading fence - a solid, smooth fence oriented in
such a way as to direct the wind flow in a specific

direction

low snowstorms - snowstorms inwhich drifting
occurs within a few cm of the ground level; the

source of drifting snowis previously fallen snow

ripples - small hard packed snow formations
which have a subtle rounded undulated form
and are oriented with their long axis against the

wind flow; 10-40cm long x L-2 cm high
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saltation - the transportation of snow particles
by currents of air in suc-h a manner that they

move along in a series of short intermittent leaps;

the most common mode of transport of blowing
snow the the largest source of drifted snow.

sastruga (singular), sastrugi (plural) - a wavelike
ridge of hard snow usually formed on a level

surfaceby the wind parallel to its direction; L-2m

long x 10-15cm high

scouring - the processby which the wind sweeps

away all or most of the snow from a particular
area

snow crust - a very dense layer of snow, and

occasionally ice which forms on the surface of the

snow cover as a result of melting of the surface

layer followedby frostq winds, liquid precipita-
tion, etc.

snow crystals - the solid form assumed by water
vapor when subjected to below freezing tem-

perature; infinitely varied in form; may join to-

gether to form a collection of crystals called a

snowflake; at cold temperatures snowfall con-

sists of individual snow crystals

snowflakes - a collection of snow or ice crystals
which have joined together; tend to fall in mild
winter weather

sublimation - the process by whidr a solid is
converted to a gaseous state as a result of heat or

Pressure

surface creep - the transportation of snow par-
ticlesby currents of air in suchamannerthatthey
are moved along the snow surface by the impact
of other snow particles in saltation.

suspension- mode of kansport of snow particles
in which small light particles become suspended
in the air stream and flow with the wind above

the ground

waves - hard packed snow formations which
form with their long axis at right angles to the

wind flow;5-10m long x 10-20cm high

wind channel - a dense shelterbelt oriented in
such a way as to direct the wind flow in a specific
direction rather than reduce it

windrow - see shelterbelt
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wind crust - see wind slab

wind slab - a very dense crust which form son the
surface of the snow cover as a result of the pack-
ing effects of high winds
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